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wd to me your servant,

c I may Cive and obey your

teachings.

Open my eyes, so that I may see the

wonderful truths in your Caw....

Jour instructionsgive me pleasure;

they are my advisers'

'EnabCe me to speakjthe truth at aCC

times, because my hope is in your

judgements.

I wittaCways obey your Caw, forever

and ever.

I witt live in perfectfreedom because

I try to obey your teachings. I Witt

announce your commands to flings

and I witt not be ashamed. Ifind

pCeasure in obeying your

commandments, because I Cove them.

I wiiCmeditate on your

instructions....

Lord, the earth isfuCCofyour

constant Cove; teach me your

commandments.

Jour righteousness witt Castforever,

andyour Caw is aCways true.

I amfiXCedwith troubCe andanxiety,

but your commandments

bring mejoy.

Jour instructions are aCwaysjust;

give me understanding,

and I shaCC Cive.

Psalm 1 19

HAPPINESS
The reality of the world can often be overwhelming,

especially for those just starting off. Every day we

cannot escape from hearing about the destruction

of our environment, the rise in crime, unemployment,

disease, and death, the sin and immorality of our society.

We become drowned in pessimistic thoughts. Where do I

stand in all of this? Is there any hope for my future? It is

not uncommon too for students to ask, "What is the

purpose of the work I am doing? Will it have any bearing

on my life? Is all my work in vain?"

These thoughts are not far from the cries of the

Philosopher in Ecclesiastes. He contemplated and

reflected on the purposes and meaning of life as well. He

too saw the hypocrisy, hardships, frustrations, bleakness,

and injustices that life holds and concluded that life was

useless.

"Life is useless. You spend your life working, labouring,

and what do you have to show for it? Generations come

and generations go, but the worldjust stays the same.
"

Amidst all this pessimism and doubt, we all try , or rather

have the need, to find and discover meaning in our lives.

It is what society terms as the pursuit of happiness.

Upon hearing the word happiness, some may
immediately associate images of wealth, knowledge,

friends, sex, and entertainment. The Philosopher in

Bcclesiastes, like many do today, focused on these

different areas in hope that in one of them, he w ould find

the happiness we longed for. One may guess that ultimate

fulfilment may come from wisdom and knowledge since

the intellect is involved. However from his experiences,

the Philosopher discovered otherwise.

"/ was determined to learn the difference between

knowledge andfoolishness, wisdom and madness. But 1

found out that I might as well be chasing the wind. The

wiser you are, the more worries you have; the more you

know, the more it hurts. ..so what have I gainedfrom being

so wise? Nothing, I answered, not a thing. No one

remembers wise men and no one remembers fools. In days

to come, we will all beforgotten. We must all die - wise

andfoolish alike."

Next he turned to entertainment and wealth.

"/ decided to enjoy myselfandfind out what happiness is.

But Ifound that this is useless too. I discovered that

laughter is foolish and pleasure does you no good."

V



IN THE LAWOF THE LORD
Similarly be concluded,

'Ifyou love money, you will never be satisfied; ifyou long

to he rich, you will never get all thai you want. It is

useless."

Granted, the Philosopher may have not given us a

completely accurate portrayal of these aspects of life,

however Ins point remains. All of the aforementioned are

limited Not only are they limited in the period of nine for

which the} provide happiness, but neither of (hem satisfy

the entire scope of the human being. Entertainment can

satisfy one only physically, knowledge can satisfy only

the intellect If one is to ever find true fulfilment and

happiness which will permeate throughout one's entire

life, it must rise above these two limitations.

This is where Christ fits in. It is through the grace of

( hnst that we acquire the sacredness granted to our lives.

As the psalmist says,

"The law that you gave means more to me than all the

money in the world. ..Your commandments are my eternal

possession; they are my heart.

"

( )nly when one rises above die physical reality of the

world to see the eternal spiritual reality can one discover

his or her purpose and goal in this life. For the non-

believer life will be troublesome and confusing for his

trust lies in the material objects of the world, objects

which he or she knows in the end have no eternal

significance What hope, what meaning can exist for such

individuals? This might explain why our present-day

society is so fearful of death. Death is the ultimate

separation from the material world and if one's life and

hope are centred exclusively on this reality, it would be

understandable why one might be very disturbed. For the

religious though, hope and meaning are granted to their

lives through the promise Christ's eternal kingdom. The

religious are not bound in the abyss of futility of this

world, but as the psalmist writes will live in "perfect

freedom" and "perfect security" anchored in Christ. Not

even death may overcome the Christian for through death

the Christian is proven victorious as it is a final step

tow ards his or hers eternal fulfilment. The Philosopher in

Ecclesiastes comes to a similar conclusion:

to catch the wind, and what do we gel? We gel to live our

break; the rope at the well and the water jar will be

lives m darkness and grief worried, angry, and sick.

...Now remember your Creator while you are Mill young,

before those dismal days and years come when you will

say, 7 don't enjo\ life'. ..We are going to our final resting

place and then there will be mourning in the streets. The

silver chain will snap, and the golden lamp will fall and

shattered. Our bodies will return to the dust of the earth

and the breath of life will go back to God who gave it to

us Useless, useless, said the Philosopher.

It is all useless."

Christ truly fulfilled these words when he said, "I AM
THE WAY, THE TRUTH, AND THE LIFE".

Perhaps what is most amazing about Ecclesiastes is that

even though it was written thousands of years ago, its

teachings are just as pertinent now as they were then; we

continue to struggle w ith the very same questions of the

Philosopher. We, in the twentieth century , are not alone in

our journey to discover truth All humans of all time

periods have participated in this universal struggle

Despite Ecclesiastes' pessimism, one may take comfort in

seeing themselves in the mirror of Eccelesiastes and

discover that the same Bible which reflects these negative

thoughts which are very real, also offers hope in God that

gives life its greater meaning. Our search for fulfilment is

perhaps the most difficult duty we have in life. Although

we may stumble and fall during our journey, we must get

up and continue with the same desire to find God in our

lives.

"After all this, there is only one thing to say: Have

reverencefor God, and obey His commandments, because

this is all that man was createdfor. God is going to judge

everything that we do, whether good or bad. even things

done in secret.

"

Nicholas Vozons

Editor-in-Chief

"We leave this worldjust as we entered it - with nothing.

In spite ofall the work there is nothing we can take with

us . It isn't right! We go just as we came. We labour trying

vj
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iOLLEGE SCHOOL

AWARDS NIGH

On Thurday September 30, 1993, St. Michael's

College School held its annual academic awards night.

Ihis award ceremony is to acknowledge the students

I'ho achieved an eighty per cent average or higher

wring the preceding school year. This ceremony has

leen a proud tradition since the establishment of St.

Hichael's College School in 1853.

The students recognized on this occasion should be

teartily congratulated. A lot of these students, besides

naintaining academic excellence, participate in many

Ktra-curricular activites or sports. St. Michael's has

nany successful and renowned teams and clubs to

Hiich these students belong. Maintaining a good

trade and also participating in school activities is a

Hfficult task, but this leads to the well-rounded stu-

lent.

Among those receiving plaques on this night, were

tudents who received scholarships in recognition of

Heiroutstanding efforts reflected in their marks. These

students were those with the top three marks in their

grade level for the school year of 1992-1993. The

scholarships are $500 for the person with the highest

average, $400 for the second highest average and $300

for the third highest.

The students with the highest grade average in

their grade, receiving a $500 scholarship were:

Nicholas Vozoris for Grade 12, David Veneziano for

Grade 1 1 , James Ko for Grade 10 and Patrick Tanzola

for Grade 9. The students with the second highest

averages, receiving a $400 scholarship were: Michael

Lee-Poy for Grade 12, Christopher Tanzola for Grade

11, Salvatore Forcucci for Grade 10 and Robert

Stepinski for Grade 9. Finally, those with the third

highest averages receiving a $300 scholarship were:

Norman Freeman for Grade 12, Anthony Marchie in

Grade 11, Patrick Simon in Grade 10 and Claudio

Aragon for Grade 9.

Overall, the academic awards night was a night to

remember, especially for the proud parents and fellow

peers who attended. The audience was also treated

with the organ playing of Fr. Zinger and the sounds of

the St. Michael's Stage Band (moderated by Mr. Oatt).

The students also listened to the words of advice from

the guest speaker Fr. James Carruthers, C.S.B. who
acknowledged the tremendous efforts of all the stu-

dents. After the ceremonies, refreshments and des-

serts were graciously provided by the Parent's Guild.

To all of the students who received scholarships,

the St. Michael's staff and community soundly con-

gratulate their efforts. St. Michael's College School

also applaud all of the students who succeeded in

making the Honour Society of 1993.

To all of the students of St. Michael's College

School, the St. Michael's community wishes them the

best in this upcoming academic year.

•T DISCIPLINAM ET SCIENTIAM
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FATHER THOMAS MOHAN C.S.B.

A TEACHER'S PRAYER

St Michael's is a community

Of Students, Teachers, Parents

And Administrators;

We are gathered together

In the name of Jesus the Christ.

We are people who love children.

( "hildrenare gifts;

They are examples of God's love

Of humanity.

We wish to trasmit to our students

The knowledge, the wisdom.

The love of the true

Which we have learned in our study,

In our living.

We wish to equip our students

With the very best

In knowledge, attitude and action

We believe and have confidence

in the truths

Which have guided this school

since 1852.

vt i want to be true

I o their great teachers

Who have given their lives to truth,

I ii si Michael's.

We want to pass on the traditions.

The teachings

Which the Church holds for all

humanity:

God is all Father of all life.

He created all life in goodness.

When we misuse life,

We leave out goodness.

Children were created

In and for goodness.

The nature of goodness is

That it must communicate;

Goodness must seek union

With another.

Ancient philosophers said that:

Goodness was diffusive of itself.

It just had to diffuse;

To go out to another.

The goodness of our

Our academic tradition is like that;

It longs to tell and to teach.

We wish to teach the young to know.

To recognize and to choose goodness

Jesus taught us

Not to fear the lather

He is our Abba-

He has a personal,

A kind relationship with each of us.

We want our students

To know and to treasure that truth.

We want our students

To be confident in the personal love

Which the Father has

For each of them.

We wish to teach the students

To know other people

As their brother and sister.

Armed with that knowledge,

They can bring a peace to the world

Which the world cannot give.

We wish the education of our students

To go beyond fact;

We want them to relate

Science, Mathematics, Literature and

Art to the trurth

That God is their Father;

Other humans are their brothers and

sisiters.

Our students make

A difference in society.

Because of their goodness

The world discovers

The goodness of neighbour.

The goodness of God

Lord, teach us to be humble

In the lace of our students

^
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How can a young man keep his

life pure?

By obeying your commands.

With all my heart I try to serve

you;

keep me from disobeying your

commandments.

I keep your law in my heart,

so that I will not sin against you.

I praise you O Lord;

teach me your ways.



PETER ADAMIC

"The shortest length between

two points is a straight line,

I have to take mine,

I heard it through the grapevine.
"

- the Guru

Thank you St Michael's for all you

have given me Fond farewells to the

shop

CHRISTOPHER ADAMS

"There are so many different

worlds,

So many different suns, and we All

have just one world, but we live in

different ones
"

- Dire Straits

Thanks for all the memories. It's been

Fun. P.S. "Don't worry, Summerfill is

open till eleven."

ti&ft
JEREMY ALBISSER

" Yea though I walk through the

valley of the shadow of Death, I will

fear no evil."

-Psalm 23

Special thanks to all my teachers and

fellow students for their meaningful

words like "co-operate and graduate"

and to Fr Zinger for the water pistol

and steel rimmed glasses from latin

class. Live long and prosper, and may
the force be with you

DILIP ANDRADE
Five years ago I entered here

in awe of a rich tradition Today as we
prepare to leave I know that we have

made the tradition richer, and legacy

longer

In the end, all I take is adiploma

and memories of acid spills, troy

ounces, three years of Nards.and

perhaps most importantly debating. I

will never be able to forget McGil

Ottawa, New York, the Mets and of

course 17-1. To my teachers and

friends, keep your schedule's clean,

your embassies await

MARCO ANTICO

Also known as Tico, Primo,

Mario, Lance, Chedder boy, hawkeye,

and oaf Experiences with the boys of

SMC will not be forgotten Standouts

include Hockey pools, Super Bowls,

lunchtine, soccer, C & C, Paradise '93

and the green lolly-pop gang Thanks

to all who've contributed, word to big

bird

SALVATORE BARBARA

We all leave St. Mike's with the

same hopes as we came with What
we don't realize is that no one will

remember us and all these hopes we
have of becoming something are all for

naught All of us leave with dreams of

becoming doctors or lawyers, but I

know that none of us will There are the

few exceptions but I guarantee that

most of us will amount to nothing

\V»>fc
CHRISTIAN BAU

The final whistle has blown,

we're headed to the final round, but

what a series it's been The memories

were fast and furious Thanks goes

out to all the people who made it all

worthwhile Special thanks to the

soccer boys and the lunch bunch; it's

been a blast

"All my friends patronize me and
They say Hey boy 1 Have you found

What you're looking tor'''

It seems they don't really know me "

Blind Melon sfcsi//A *V/A

COLUM BEGLEY

I would like to thank everyone

who helped to make my time at SMC £

memorable one Thanks to my family

for putting up with me in some of m\

more unsavoury phases of adolescen

growth Thank you St Mikes

^
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ROBERT BELISSIMO

I would like to sincerely thank

all teachers and other staff members
for molding me into a disciplined,

knowledgeable, and good student I

vaguely remember visiting Quebec.

Mexico & Wasaga beach I will always

remember Grade 1 1 English with Fr

Enright. Grade 12 English with Mr

Nicholson, and Grade 12 math with Fr

Holmes

YAREMA BEZCHLIBNYK

Ah SMC "This is the end "

Jim put it rather eloquently, but the end

of what 9 Perhaps a weekend or two

Was I ever there 7 I can't recall, but

whatever, Pink Floyd put it well from

behind "The Wall" • we don't need it

To Dan, and to the Group (York), don't

drown And Pete. "That which does

not kill us only makes us stronger "
-

call me for the next Nuremburg "I tell

you this, I'm gonna get my kicks before

the whole house goes up in flames
"

ADAM BORGATTI
" To you with failing hands we

throw the torch, be yours to hold it high'

I will always remember elections '93,

hockey & soccer, Nizzo Nigrmi, student

council office, the Love Boat, amicis,

the pool, stealth missions &
extravanganza Thanks to all the staff,

especially Mr Narducci & all the boys,

you know who you are, who made it

through with me Special thanks to

Carlo and the other 2 stooges, Pep and

Eliot You guys are the best I'll never

forget you

BRUNO BRATTI

1989

"Unlike me, the rest of you have

accepted the position of your

imprisonment and will die here like

rotten cabbages " Number 6

" What you see is what you lost'

PS. I look better in real life

P.P.S. GOOD NIGHT EVERYBODY
DRIVE CAREFULLY!!!

STEVEN BREDA

"Look's like you need a shave

there Breda " Ah, these are the fond

memories that rush into my head I

must say that it was hard to make the

difficult transition from disposables to

my handy Gilette Sensor, but not as

hard as it is to realize that now it's all

over I will miss getting notes for my
shoes, food fights and playing in the

"Raider Dome" Peace to the Blue

Raiders, the TABLE, and Nigrini.

CHRISTIAN BOSIO

"Life's a journey not a

destination and I just cant tell what

tomorrow brings
"

Aerosmith

and so ends the SMC experience

It's been a blast chewin' the fat wrth

Mr Narducci, Mr McKernan and Mr

Nicholson breathing life into english

and the challenges of physics ("Dont

you see''") I can't forget playing cards

in the cafe, the Prolone adven-tures

and the Senior B superfans Anyway

thanks for comin' out

fl^r
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JOHN BRENT

"Listened to by the walls, we
share the same spaces, repeated in

the corridors, performing the same
movements, the nature of your tragedy

is chained around your neck, do you

lead or are you led, are you sure that

you don't care, there are reasons here

to give your life, and follow in your way
The passion lives to keep your faith,

though all are different all are great,

climbing as we fall, we dare to hold on

to our fate
"

- INXS iMkd

DANIEL CAMPO

However far too many to list. I

would like to thank St Michael's and

the guys for all the good times and

memories I would like to say LATER

to all the guys

'Vatos Locos forever man 1
"

*w



VINCENZO CAMPUTARO DAVID CAMPOBIANCO

Some things that will stick out

in my mind from my St. Mike's

experience are: May 2-4, weekends at

Wasaga; making movies tor Fr.

Enright's Grade 11 English class;

Senior Hockey tournaments, Puerto

Vallarta trip; late night study "sessions"

with Rob and Fred at Gee-Pee's, the

fish stench from locker #73, and the

flaming Canoonas.

Thanks for the memories St. Mikes.

tifeo//j

FREDDY CAMPOBIANCO
My five truly enlightening

years at St Michael's College School

have developed me into a well

mannered and well groomed young

man. I would like to thank all the

inspiring and encouraging staff who
have instilled in me "Bonitatem et

Disciplinam et Scientiam." Things that

will always remain in my ever shrinking

memory: burning down the slopes of

Quebec; the trip in Wasaga; grande

final and gomma at Gee Pee's; and
one slightly used 911 turbo "The

funky feel one"

ANGELO CAPRA

"Two roads diverge in a wood.

And I took the one less travelled by,

And that has made all the difference"

- Robert Frost

Not many people choose to take the

road to St Mike's, but I think I made the

right choice. I take four football

championships, a year on student

council and a lot of great memories
with me I'd like to thank all my friends,

coaches, teachers and especially

family for helping me to get through it

all THANKS!!

GEOFFREY CARLI

And so my illustrious five year

SMC career of giving teachers a hard

time and seond-guessing their career

choise comes to an end The past five

years flew by and it seems like only

yesterday I saw the yellow bricks for the

first time I would like to thank St Mike's

for teaching me what I need to know
and preparing me for university as well

as introducing me to stress Thanks for

the memories and not giving me the

boot See ya!

«* *r
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PAUL CARRINGTON

What'zuptothenine-tres Also

have to mention the Edmonton trip.

What's up to Ex Lax, the KKK, and Jeff

Zownir, the premier honey-hunter I'm

outi

And Oh yeah, Bob, ya got to keep your

head up!

JEFFERY CARTER

"Uppermost in out minds is

our destination On a certain day, at a

certain hour we will pull into the station

Sooner or later we must realize there

is no station, no place to arrive at once

and for all The true joy of life is the trip

itself, so live life as you go along
"

- R J Hastings

I would like to thank Mr McCann,
Greg, my family, and especially the

boys from whom I gained many
memories.

ROBERT CARULLO

"The only limits are the limits

of your imagination. Dream up thekind

of world you want to live in. Dream out

loud

"

- Bono, U2
Can someont buy Mr. Vitullo a

photocopier'' Urban geo's not a OAC
If you never had Fr Enright, you didn't

go to SMC Nards=Marks San Fran

(hand gesture) , Brantford and the cruise

were great Thanks, Basilians and
Concert Band family (incl.Chua). 4lfe£i

•^



CAMERON CARVALHO

"Either lead, follow, or get out

ol the way"

"Be prepared to lose once in a while"

"Take time to smell the roses"

"The person with big dreams is more

powerful than the one with all the tacts"

To SI Michael's, my parents, Erin,

teachers, and friends lor inspiring me
these past live years.

JOSEPH CERRITO

WA
NICHOLAS CIH

"Vef dofh this accident and

flood of fortune so far exceed all

instance, all discourse, that I am ready

to distrust mm own eyes and wrangle

with my reason
"

- Shakespeare

Thanks to the Shop and the people

who made it great, and by the way,

"Are you going to cup, see you at 10"

MASSIMO CIMINI

"Happiness is a wondrous

commodity The more you give, the

more you have

"

- Mme de Stael

Thanks to those who made the

happiness possible Thanks to, St

Mikes, and those who care, especially

the boyz

£5
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JOSEPH CLAVERO

"Things turn out best for the

people who make the best of the way
things turn out

"

- Art Linkletter

I will remember Fr Zmger revelations.

Mr McKernan's reality, Mr Narducci's,

and Mr Nicholson 's discussions, Mr.

Terssaro's seminars. Rombeiroisms

(Guedes. jit, big er) dazed in Physics,

Star Trek talks
.
game cheers, and the

friends Thanks to God, the Basilian

Fathers and everyone else

ATTILIO COMMISSO

It was the best of times, it was

the worst of times, but I wouldn't trade

it for anything The things I'll most

remember are: Get the lead out get

gom', when in doubt, take the derivative,

Intruism, Nignni, Breakfast club. World

Affairs Conference, real life 101 with

Mr Narducci, second period football/

policical spare, Western Civ

conservatism. Bio notes, Italian club.

Canottiere crew, Green Council. Rush

Limbaugh. and my friends

JOSEPH CONTARDI JAMES COX

Thank You Boys'

^



CARMELO CUCCHI

Although my 3 years at SMC
were quick, I remember: Fr. Enright

English, Fr McKinnon art X2, the

sweep, JUGX2. yellow bricks,

"Canotierra Crew", the "Baroque:

tubulent, tempestuous". Always

remember, "You are Emmanuelle! 1

"

"The differnece between Dali and the

crazy, is very simple, Dali is not

crazy AT ALL!"
- Dali, on himself

FERNANDO CUGLIARI

It's incredible to believe that

my five years at St Mike's have already

passed So many great memories, Fr

Zinger's Gr 10 religion, McKernan's

morality lectures, "underground" soccer

games. 13G with Thumper, to my
family, Tania, Canone. Fru-Fru, Gino,

Opie, Beans, Goulit, Jerry, 16, M-16,

Nigrin, and the rest of the gang for the

five great years Ciaoll

ANTHONY CUGLIARI

Thanks to my parents for their

support these past five years My five

years at St Mike's have been long but

successful Saying to remember!

"Work with me baby" "Touch me man!"

I will never forget Fr Zinger's 101

homeroom. Mr Lewis' World Religions,

and Mr McKernan's OAC English.

Thanks to the staff and friends during

my stay Finally, the time has come to

move on SMC lives on forever Good
luck to the graduates See Ya Later!!

GIUSEPPE CUZZUPOLI

As we walk down the great

hallway of life, we see just how
insignificant these past five years have

really been. To who have something

bad to say about this school, say it,

cause IT'S OVER!!

MATTHEW CZARNOTA

" The trouble with some people

is that they won't admit their faults I'd

admit mine if I had any" (This is just

like us, isn't it!)

I'll always remember being called

"Chernobyl" for some unknown reason

nad the band trips to California in 1 992,

and Florida/Bahamas is 1994

Thanks for the memories guys!

LUCIANO D'AMICO

"Think as it was
Then again it will be

Though the course may change
sometimes

Rivers always reach the sea

Kind of makes me feel sometimes

I didn't have to grow

For as an eagle leaves the nest

I've got so far to go
"

Thanks for the memories everyone

MICHEL D'ANGELO

The chapter of my life has been

filled with many adventures, some
good, some great, some dangerous

Woodbridge Soccer, Ontario Cup 91

,

Ravenna 91. Puerto Vallarta 94,

Summer School 93, France 92, tennis

with Marco, Opie's housewar. Mike,

Mr Big. 2 FORTE, 3 cars 3 curbs, "4

minutes Peppe. thafs all we need .",

jumping cars and countless other

bruhahas

Thank you SMC, family, and all my
friends Ifs been something else

^
^/ i&ftkttS//A

MARCO D'ERCOLE

My friends call me The

Foreman, 1 6, Mr A/V, Chief and D'Ercs

My most memorable moments are Fr

Zinger's 10 Best homeroom, Mr

Pagano's "chalk in the can" contests,

Mr Narducci's MAT JFK course, Mr

Chittle's COL OUR COURSE, and Mr

Coghlan's Get Go'in 1

! From tests to

exams, English Plays to Stage Crew

Manager, Mr Geniole's Play Shop to

Fr Sheehan's Play Ground, Italian

Plays to Italian Club President and

organizing Festa '94 Thanks to SMC
& all the boys



JONATHAN D'SOUSA

Now that my 5 year sentence

here has expired, a few things will

always be embedded in my ever

decreasing brain As I wander

aimlessly through dark hallways looking

lor a warehouse firstly props go out to

the shop originators and the true shop

posse How will I remember myself

"I'm all that and some, short dark and

handsome "

-File (TCQ)

CARLO DE GIROLAMO
When discussing St Mike's

where does one begin'' The teachers

here can never be fogotten, especially

Fr Enright's advanced teaching

methods, being a cichona picker in Mr

Nicholson's class, or uncovering the

truth about the school with Nards Five

years have brought many memories,

Italian plays (Carla), two wrestling Gold

medals, interesting chats with fans

across the ice during hockey games,

and of course Metrobowl 93 To all my
'riends, especially Adam, you couldn't

nave made it any better

MICHAEL DEPELLEGRIN

It's been the best 1 Throughout

1 my career at SMC, I've gained a focus
:

for the rest of my life and acquired a

I great sense of pride in the best school

g ever I'll never forget Fr. Enright's

,1 class, Queen's Homecoming 93,

,' Mexico grad trip, football finals,

: SALMING. the "White Car" and of

a course Double Blue Hockey. I am
I

forever grateful for the opportunity to

1 wear the "M" Thanks to all the teachers

- and Basilians

I GO DOUBLE BLUE'

CHRISTOPHER DAS

The time has come and the

end is near

When we pass through the gates we

have nothing to fear

It will be strange to go away.

But nobody here wants to stay

Some friends we lose and some friends

we gain

The rest of them will remain the same,

I hope our future will not fall,

Farewell to some and goodbye to all

DANIEL DE MARIA
My memories of SMC include

"Can I have some more err!", 11B,

13C, Luciano on the lookout, 5th spare

in the A/V room

Thanks for all the memories guys and

remember, "Jello may taste good but it

is a pain to get off your clothes!"

LAWRENCE DEMELLO
"Never had a problem till I stood

face to face with me
And I wish there was a way for me to

go inside so I could see

All the faces of the people who have

Torm a piece from me as I grew

From a seed to a tree
"

- Blind Melon

I'll always remember Holden Caufield,

the Almightly Derivative and Puerto

Vallarta with the bitter Guedes
Machines Thanks SMC for all the

memories.

FRANCO DELUCA

All good things must come to

an end, but the memories will last a

lifetime I will always remember my
five years at St Mike's and what they

have meant to me yellow bricks, ski

days. California 92. broken window

The Breakfast Club, catching the

Galletti express before the break of

dawn, night before projects, spares.

Florida and Bahamas Cruise 94

CARLO Dl NARDO

Gotta like: Puerto Vallarta

McQuaid 93, Queen's Homecoming.

Fr Enright, turtles and jitterbugs and

Mr Narducci.

So that's why you've got to try

You got to breath and have some fun

Though I'm not paid i play this game
And i wont stop until I'm done

But what I really want to know is

Are you gonna go my way''

- Lenny Kravitz
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CHRISTOPHER DIAS
Remember when we came to

St Mike's and we ate out of Fr Ennghfs

spoon and Graham hit that home run

off me that is taking him to the majors

and we got goin' and did a problem with

Coghlan and I took Knss Kross deep

and then I won the TD's and that

hammer was my hand and then we
were all Puerto Vallarta while Nards

took care of us and Walter Guedes
shaped us and then we
graduated yeah that was awesome 1

"A perfect arcle of acquaintances and

friends "
- Michael Stipe (REM.)

JOHN DIRENZO

My five years here at St Mike's

will live with me forever and it's been

great to be a part of the well-known

tradition.

Some of my memories include Double

Blue Hockey, Buzzers, Montreal

tourney, ball hockey, the rookie party,

Buzzer road tnps and I can't forget the

boys

Remember: Theres no "I" in "TEAM",

but there is a "ME"

Farewell St Michael's.

GO BROWNM

STEPHEN DONEGAN

"Roamiri Roamin' Roamin'

Get away gotta get away
And I think I think too much."

-Weiland

Strained my brain way too much, but it

was fun after all It was a good five

years Always remember 12C, Grade

11 Gym, Ski days, especially Ski day

94, March break 94 and Room 1626.

We're outta here!!

DANIEL DONELAN

My year in Canada and St.

Mike's has definitely been a great one

I'll never forget Mr McKernan, and his

English classes. I won't forget all the

teachers and students who made me
feel at home Canadians are very

warm and friendly people.

a^ik
PATRICK DOUGLAS

"There are the stars - doing

there old, old criss-cross in the skies

Scholars (Mr Tessaro) seem to think

there are no living beings up there

Only this one is straining away to make
somthing of itself

"

- T Wilder

Here's to SMC. to the choir and plays

and to Fr Holmes for making math

easy Here's to every Geo course and

Religion seminar To all the senior

officers (you know who you are.)

CHEERS!

i^H^HH
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GARRY DOYLE

A lot of things have happened

in five years at St Mike's Some of the

ones that stand out are: all the plays,

especially Cabaret, when the stage

broke, spending spares in the office,

playing volleyball, cleaning, anc

seeking cover when the lights went off

ultimate frisbee in the summer, catching

rides to the subway in the Mazda 626,

making a lot of good friends So long

St Mike's!

ifctf/*

DARWIN DUKA
"Our greatest trlumps do not

come in never falling, but in rising

every time we fall.

"

- Confucious (I think,

Joe Clavero told me (begged me) to

write this.)

"Why is it that man is so smart [yet]

men are so stupid?"

- Mike Rombeiro in

Grade 1 1 Chem (Joe contributed the

word "yet") - In fact Joe contributed this

whole write up 1

JOHN ESPOSITO

I'VE SERVED MY TIME 1

^



ROBERT FANTILLI

"It takes a big man to cry, but it

takes a bigger man to laugh at that

man "
- Jack Handy

Thanks St Mike's (or the great

memories I will always remember

Mr Narducci proving the magic bullet

theory by using the tirst derivative of y

JFK In Oswald, Mr McKernan's "I

hear you man 1 " and "Get the lead out

buddy 1 " What still remains unknown to

me is who is Bill Fink 7 Special thanks

to Mr P and The Firm • Whooa
trumpets 111 and all the guys down by

the river

DENNIS FAVRET

"Hold your fire,

Keep it burning bright.

Hold the flame till the dream ignites.

A spirit with a vision is a dream,

With a mission
"

-RUSH

Remember the answer to all the world's

troubles "DO A PROBLEM'"

Thanks

ALASDAIR FEDERICO

"Space, the final frontier -

"I'mjus'an average human withan lOof

2060" O ."Always look on the bright side

oflife"-M Python, "From there to here,

from here to there, tunny things are

everywhere", -Dr Seuss. "Same thing

we do every night, Pinkie, trytotakeover

the world!" - The Brain, "And now for

something completely different" M
Python, Knobs, may you always be

"master of your domain" - Seinfeld, "My

neural pathways have become
accustomed to you "

• Dafa

VINCENT FAVA

Well, I got the lead out and

"Got Goin'" Bahamas was great with

the boys 1 SPH-OA9 with Pep. Den
and Mr C When in doubt, take the

derivative 1 FESTA '94. Metrobowt '93,

Power 21-20. '92 Thanks to 16, the

Woodbridge boys. Den and Fern II I

have nothing else when I leave. I will

always have the memories

"It the sun refused to shine, I will

still be loving you " - Led Zeppelin

Thanks St Mike's tor everything

BRIAN FERGUSON
When I look back now. I

remember Marcel Meteore, Grade
10 Science final. Senior B Hockey X3.

the pump and City TV X2. pregamers

(Bell), chicken (Nick), church lawn naps

(Greener), Fright nights at Hoguns
(Carter), Quebec 92 (my chair), Abbey
Hockey teams. Robbie Pearson's

scoring punch, O'Connor's "double

snooze". Captain Hiliner (Marley),

Carrie High, Mr McKernan's
monologues, Mr Shust's (lid) Thanks

to the boys, my family, Ace and Geets.

Go Leafs 1

±\\*//a

STEPHEN FLYNN

What I will remember the most

about St Mike's is "Hockey" The sight

of the winged "M" when you look up

from the ice The Boys I played with

the fans and the Baby Blue, Double

Blue, and Buzzer cheers that were

roared from the crowd Ifs surprising

that a piece of wood, some metal and

ice could mean so much.

DANIEL FOX

Take a look at my picture This

is what five years at St Mike's will do to

you Ah, the memories The plays of

course (exploding lights, rockin'

scaffolding, spitting actors) Oh 1 Oh 1

More blonde jokes, please The lovely

caf food, the crew office

"Conversations" and all the rest And
now for my final words of wisdom to the

young ones a driver's license is indeed

the true measure of a man

NORMAN FREEMAN
"We still do not know one

thousandth of one percent of what

nature has revealed to us
"

-Albert Einstein

The past five years have been filled

with many memories Especially

prominent are Tony's nitric acid

incident, Mr McKernan's O.AC
English classes, The Red Pony, the

kindness of Mrs Morra.Gr 10 Science

with Mr, Dudzinski. and countless

Letterman / Larry "Bud" moments
Remember, life is what you make of it

To the S M C community, thank you
£\r/ti
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PAOLO FRESCURA

"Good friends we have or good
friends we've along the way In this

great future which is life.you can' forget

your past."

- Bob Marley

To the team Thanks (or all the

victories and the support Win it all

next year.

TOMASFREYMAN
I'd like to leave St, Mike's with

some thought provoking ideas "It can't

be done !" is the lament of those who
dare no risks, accept no challenge "I

can!"is the motto of those who
hope,who are fully alive -Anon

There is only one success, to be
able to spend life in our own way,

Christopher Morley Be free, wild with

dignityand independent and your very

flesh shall be a great poem
Walt Whitman

SEAN GALBRAITH

"What else should I be? All

apol-ogies What else could I write? I

don't have the right In the sun .
i feel

as one I wish I was like you Easily

amused Found my nest of salt

Everything's my fault I'll take all the

blame Aqua seafoam shame Sunburn

with freezerburn choking on the ashes
of her enemies All and all is all we all

are"" You will never know what my
intentions are

"

- Kurt Cobain. 1967- 1994

Oh. well, whatever, never mind. i^y/A. f^/k

DANIEL GALLETTI

We are young and invincible

We thought, "5 years, no problem! 1

until we ecountered physics, OAC's,

and I.S.U./s. Mauti, help us. we need

you! What were we doing here? No
girls, no sleep, and teachers who live

for torture Like a scene from

Apocalypse Now, we are bereft of life,

with only the strength to utter, "The

Horror, The Horror ..." - the end.

JOHNGENIOLE
Way to go grads! We've

survived it all For some, the bad times

may have outweighed the good, but for

most of us, that's not true Thanks for

the great memories St Mike's: hockey,

Rock Nites, Double Deckers, wallball,

handball and soccer at lunch, andGeo-
spare with Mr. Chittle I'll never forget

these and also the friends I've made,
Carli, Moga, Flavio. Phil, Virgil, and
Shane So as Don Cherry has said

many times, "LETS GO!"

PHILIP GERRET3EN
There are too many memories

to remember, yet I will never forget the

"Boys" and our little "field trips" away
from SMC. In no specific order, the

boys are Virgil, Resendes, Rebello,

Sammy, Ortiz Supporting cast

members include Paul C , Flavio Volpe,

and all other "Fire Marshall"

wannabees. I will miss the shop,

studying hard, and especially SMC
Baseball with John Cardella at the helm

I worked hard not to be forgotten, so

don't forget me I am "Side Show"!

ADRIANO GIORDANO SALVATORE GIULIANO
Five years have passed and

it's been a blast There have been
many memorable moments like four

years of Kerry Blues Football, Puerto

Vallarta '94, Political Science. 2nd
period spare, and Fr McKinnon's Gr

1 2 morality class It's now time to move
on and I wish all my fellow Class of '94

graduates the best of luck in their

future endeavours.

^



SEAN HANNON
You see so many strange and

wonderful things that have to rub off on

/ou somehow It's like those times

A/hen everything in your life seems to

oe leading you towards some unknown

,

/et strangely familiar conclusion and

t's not until you reach the end, if you

each the end, that you realize that

;oincidence has been conspiring to

guide you into this particular window of

he eternal now I The walls are lined

ill yellow, gray, and sinister It's been

jreat Thanks St Mike's

o c
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DENNIS INFANTI

I will always remember
Metrobowl 93. 2 T.D.C.A.A Football

Championships, Senior Soccer, the

I 'Underground" soccer games, studying

for OAC physics, spares and most of

all the boys

Thanks to everyone

"You only live once, but if you live right,

once is enough "

- Greatful Dead

MARKGONSALVES
Wow 1 Has it really been five

years at SMC already I'll never forget

all the friends made here at St

Michael's I'll never forget the

colloquials, the jokes, the laughs, and

the cards at lunch Truthfully, you enter

St Michael's as a boy and leave not as

any man - but a St Michael's man
"He alone can stand apart imaginatively

and, regarding himseltand the universe

in their eternal aspects, pronounce a

judgement The significance of man is

that he is insignificant and is aware of

it
"

-Carl Becker

IAIN GREEN
I remember SMC Hockey.

Baseball, summers in the city, and all

the great friends I have met over the

past five years Always remember,

everyone you meet Is afraid of

something, loves something, and has

lost something

£ttfik
ANDREW HILL

Five years walking these

yellow halls in a daze, Skydome for

football I'm still amazed. Sr 'B'poor

bugger, well what can I say, maybe
they'll be champs in this school one

day, Here's to the ship and it's entire

crew, Without the pinball there would

be nothing to do, Here's to homework

I think not, It's off to university, Thanks

a lotl

Thanks to Steve, Harastaman and the

rest of the boys I will always remember

you St Michael's

JASON HO
As I look back at my years at

St Michael's. I will always remember

never seeing the sun when I left for

school. One thing that St Michael's

has taught me is that the hardest

decision I will ever make is whether or

not to get out of bed int he morning

Thanks for the memories

PETER HARASTI

NICK IOZZO
"Say you want to care for 365

days You ami got 365 days You've

got it for one day That one day better

be your life You can cry for the other

364. but you are going to lose that one

day
"

- Janis Joplm

Thanks for making that one da/ mem-
orable When my kids ask me about

Mr Quinn's jokes, becoming "travel

agents" in California and the Bahamas,

recycled French skits, and the Stage

Crew office boys. I'll always remind

them. "I entered SMC a confused young

boy yet left a confused young man "

V



MARK IP KERRY JACKSON

ALEXANDER KASMARA

Memories? I've got plenty

Dances, Quebec '92, Brigadoon,

spares, rock nites, etc. Thanks to he

friends who saved me from the gates

of "Hell". The image of these yellow

bricks will be forever etched within my
mind and no matter how much I try ... I

can't get it out of my head 1
!! Later guys

"Free at last, free at last, thank God
Almightly I am free at last.

"

- Martin Luther King

"This must be the place I've waited

years to leave. " - Pet Shop Boys

MICHAEL KEARNS

"You must learn there's nothing

in this world that you can't do. You

must not be discouraged by

circumstance or size. Remember,

Evermore, and set your sights up in the

skies
"

- The Irish Rovers

Afternoon everybody Thanks SMC.

PAVO KEKKI

I^//a £jW/

KEVIN KERR

These five years were most

a blur, but the memories that stand o

most include piling into Dan's car. tr

campaign from Hell, the "Battle Royal

in the basement, the semi-blue cruis

with the Princess and the bus, hstenir

to Larry's exploits, 1st spare in tf-

weight room, calculus class with F

Holmes (poor Colum), Metro Bowl "S

at the dome, the "Office" during spa

and the "Freak"

Thanks to all who made it possible.

SHANE KILLEEN GREGORY KITSCHA

"All alone, or in twos

The ones who really love you,

Walk up and down outside the wall,

Some hand in hand, some gathering

together in the bands.

The bleeding hearts of the artists make
their stand.

And when they're given you their all,

Some stagger and falter after all it's not

easy, Banding your heart against some

mad buggers wall

"

- Pink Floyd

^



JOHN LAMANNA

A K A "The Hand" and

lamanner" Says "Sir. can you repeal

:he question, or ask somebody else7 ",

'Thank God they don't mark lates in

jniversity". Don't worry Luc, the worst

hey can do is suspend you", "You

naven't seen the last of me. round-

ayes". It I don't get into university,

j-naybe I'll go to York". "II in doubt,

jiever underestimate the power of the

hand"

Five years have come and gone'

Thanks boys, its been a blast 1

DAVID LEE

"Some say I'm lazy, and others

say that's jusl me
Some say I'm crazy, I guess I'll always

be
But it's been such a long time, since I

knew right from wrong

It's all a means to an end now, I'll keep

on movin' right along
"

- Gun's n' Roses

You're one in a million St Michael's

Thanks for the memories

ka&/

MICHAEL LEE-POY

Upon leaving SMC, I will be

leaving a part of myself behind, but I

will also be taking a part of SMC with

me. Thanks to Mr Vitullo, Mr Pietrk-

lewicz, Mr Mc Kernan, & Fr Cullen

"Ifyou think thatyou are beaten, you are.

Ifyou say you dare not. you don't.

Ifyou'd like to win. but feel you cant.

You almost certainly won't

Life's battle don't always go to the

strongest or fastest man.

But sooner or later the one who wins, is

the man who thinks he can
"

LESLIE LEONIAK

Special memories Fr

Sheehan's driving, Pete's "occult"

presidential campaign, Fiddler on the

Roof, Little Shop of Horrors, Stage

Crew and much, much more

These five years have come and gone,

And so has my sanity

Thanks to my friends and accomplices,

There still is a reality

The time has come to move along,

We've reached the final point

I'd like to wish Good Luck to all.

It's time to blow this ping 1

SERGIO LIA

All I gotta say is "Orest to the

rant of the bus please 1 ", "That drummer

vas wick 1 ", "Chi cagnu 1 ", 1 1 B, the '92

'93 football season (T.D.C.A.A.

Champions) and these frequent trips

o Brampton To all the graduates,

;eep doin' that action and when in

ioubt, just pummel

JOHN LIUT

It's been a long time coming but

jail break '94 is finally here. I'll always

remember early morning physics lab

sessions and the laughs in Thrust's

class. We think therefore we are. I'll

remember the Rock Nights that

proclaimed our youthful anthem. We
loved it loud, we rocked therefore we

are. Thanks to all the boys, you know

who you are. for the late nights and the

painful mornings Hopefully in the fu-

ture John is doing what you wish you

were.

JOHN PAUL LOPEZ

DANIELE LIBERTUCCI

"Hey Lib, Suppa went for round

2." said Infanti What you hear after

depends on where you go after here

WHEN IN DOUBT Take on a

phosphate, Take the derivative, or

cancel everything Bahamas '94 The

more I learn, the more I'm told I know

nothing FESTA '94. Mr McKernan's

"I hear you man"

Thanks St Michael's

v
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PAUL MANIAS

For 5 years we've struggled

We've grown from boys to men Each

of us has discovered our own special

talents which make each of us unique

He who wears the Great Mantle has

tried to break us but he can't We all

leave with memories.

"Might makes right'

-Machiavelli

MICHAEL MARCON

Memories: Grade 9 English

with Fr Foy, Grade 10 Homeroom with

Fr. Zinger, Mr. Chittle's "co-operate

and graduate" theory in Grade 11,

Grade 12 group math with Mr. Ribarich,

Mr McKernan's reality checks in Grade
13 English Others include 1989, 1992,

1993 Football Champs, '93 Metrobowl

at Skydome, 16/09/93, Quebec '92 &
'93, Summer '93, Miami '94....

Many thanks to all the boys for making

the past five years move pretty fast.

CHEERS'

JASON MARHUE

Thanks St. Michael's &
Beckers Go crazy with the Cheez-

Whiz

CARLOS MARTINS

Five years of hell. Don't do

anything just for the credit, do it just for

yourself To enter heaven travel through

hell with a pep in your step and a smile

all the while

VIRGIL MASCARENHAS

My time at St. Mike's has been

a cloudy experience. I will always

remember the many "power failiures"

and the dome. What will last with me
are the friends and memories. Some of

these memories are: Club 1 81 , Augusta

Ave., "Side Show", Nard's OAC JFK
seminar. Physics '93, Muskoka's long

trip home, table talk, Mauti's promise

of ever-flowing pop, and Elvis & Gina"s

house So long St Mike's.

IAN McGONIGAL

Three years at SMC has been

an exceptional experience I can't give

enough thanks to the great people who
supported me while I was here away
from home "The Brown's", "Bud-and-

June", all the teachers, The Basilians,

my parents, and of course "the boyz"

Thanks also to the Buzzers for three

great years of hockey in which I learned

so much "M" will always be with me
"The Dog"

•v

MICHAEL MARLEY

Atif/A
DANIEL McLUSKIE

"We wake up different, rifli

through our own dreams; anotherplacu

day ripples at the seams, so tanglt

minded then so becalmed, it's all si

subway-grim and then it's gone

"

-The Tragically Hip

Kudos to the Seinfeld wannabees
period 1 spare, Senior 'B' Hockey, Fr

Ennght's and Mr McKernan's English

Classes, and all other fountains o

knowledge And to all you knobs ou

there - "That's a show"

^



JOSE MENDOZA

" Yesterday, there were so

many things I was never told Now that

I'm starting to learn, I leel I'm growing

old 'Cause yesterday's got nothin' lor

me, old pictures that I'll always see

Time just lades the pages in my book

of memories" -Guns N' Roses

These past five years will always be

remembered, especially Quebec, San

Francisco, the Bahamas, and the Stage

Band But. there's a new road to travel

and I won't stop walking until I hit

success Thank's St Mike's

GAVIN MIRANDA

To all who have changed my

hie (or the better. I say thank-you

Looking back I see the friendships

which helped me make it through

These same (riends who would not

load it even though they knew I was not

the partner Thank-you to all my
teachers especially Mr McKernan and

Mr Paolini Always be true to yourself

and live each moment as though it

were your last

Thanks for the memories St Mikes

ANTONIO MIRIJELLO

"Even the youths shall taint

\nd be weary and the young men shall

itterly fall But they that wait upon the

ord shall renew their strength ..."

-Alan Paton
hanks to staff and students who have

lade me realize my academic potential

nd my special relationship with God
II never forget these five years or the

eople I've enjoyed them with 1

Memories include niner year, acid

icident, Fr Zinger,OAC's=allnighters,

5U"s. and SMC Double Blue

WK^
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MATTHEW MOREAU
"There's a dream he dreams

where the high school is dead and

stark.

It's a museum and we"re all locked up

in it after dark.

Where the walls are lined all yellow,

grey, and sinister,

Hung with pictures of our [principals],

Wheat Kings and pretty things.

Wait and see what tomorrow brings

"

-The Hip

Later, and thanks for the memories

SEAN MUSSELMAN

DAVID MOGA
How to describe 5 years in

eighty words' 5 years condensed to

one paragraph leaves room for only

the highlights Card. Campeau
Geniole, Krafchik, Manni. & Johnson

We shared the time but now its done

Phil the Fireman. Flavio the Don. you

guys are jokes You made the dull days

better and the good days better still To

the shop posse you'll always be

number 1 Thanks for free meals and

thank God for singles To SMC, thanks

for the experiences Later 1

^£/Jft
ELIOT MUZZO

Thanks to all the guys You
now who you are

l^lfc

STEPHEN NAGY

As the blue blood courses

through my veins, my mind is filled with

fond memories of St Mike's and friends

that I'll never forget My fondest

memories include Gr 9 intramural

sports. Serenade for a Picket Fence,

the Golden Gate Bridge in San

Franciscio. the "Golden Gate" bridge

in the Bahamas, and of course Elvis

and Gina at the Coffee Shop Thanks

to all the teachers who stood by me
and put up with me.

v



THEODORE NIEJADLIK

When the going gets tough, .!

Tomy triend Andrej , none of that action

,

NONE OF THAT!

£
f
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MICHAEL NYKOLUK
Ha! Five years with these

yellow bricks and I survived! So wha
do I remember? 3 years of Mr

Narducci's JFK seminars, Fr Fo/s

Gr. 1 1 English, cards in the Caf, 5 grea

years of music, Cruise '94, Crush '94

Thanks Mr, Pietrkiewicz. Basebal

Blues - Kings of the Skydome
And guys, don't cry about "too muct

work", just "Get the lead out of you

!" Well Mr McCann, I stopped!

Thanks St Mike's

JAKE O'REGAN

I have finished my most

cherished five year experience at SMC,
and I can truly look back and say that

I have acquired spiritual and intellectual

knowledge that will take me to the

highest level of achievement
possible. .,

Now on a more serious note;

What's happening'

Come one, whafs going on here?

Sunday Buzzer' nights - Go Buzzers!

Muskoka trips "91 - '94

'94 TDCAA Swimming Championships

RYAN ORTIZ

H&x//M
KARL PALCZYNSKI

Well, it's finally over. The
sleepless nights, the rolling-eye vice in

Mr McKernan's class, the "polygon-

number-of-sides" question, the 20-6

loss at Skydome and the endless list of

other experiences have come to an

end However, what really matters is

what happened in us, not to us. I'll

always be indebted to the teachers,

coaches, and friends who have helped

and supported me up the arduous

ladder of my highschool years.

Ave atque vale St Michael's kV/A

NICK PAPADOPOULOS

"The true value of a hums
being is determined primarily by tt

measure and the sense in which r

has attained liberation from the self.

Albert Einstein

"Setyou heart, sail on the rive

look around you as you dr

downstream, pouring souls into tf

ocean, take account of all you've se

-YES
Thanks St Michael's, FIRM '94.

ROCCO PICCININNO

Memories7 What memories''

Oh those memories, reviving MVP in

Grade 10 Metrobowl game against

Northern, 4 football championships,

and, oh ya, I almost forgot, a trip to

what was that place called ....? "THE
DOME" Besides football, I'll always

remember Fr Zinger's seminars, Phil's

yearbook picture of the Gull,

Cianferanis' lines, lunch with Nizzo

Nigrini, gitz at gameworld, 38 pitch and

all the boyz in grade 13

Thanks for the memories St Michael's 1

ALPHONSO PINTO

I now walk to the Eastern

Dawn Ready to fight and do battle

with the evil spirits hidden int he mist. .

Thank you to Ms Henri (Mrs. Pignetti)

for opening my eyes to modern art and

great thanks to Fr Zinger for the

weapons plus enlightenment for the

battle ahead To the OAC art class

Lani Maestro is the best!!

Good-bye St Michael's, it's

been great I hope to see you soon

Praise God and remember, the

Apocalypse will come 1

v



DOMENIC POLSONI

"We navel in the dark of the

tew moon,

\ starry highway traced on the map ol

he sky.

.ike lovers mand heroes, lonely as the

tagle's cry.

Ne're only at home when we're on the

<y. On the fly " - N Peart (RUSH)

Vhat can I say 7 San Fran - blast 1 Fr-

eight's Gr 1 1 English class, Kordic

v those selected few who understand,

;ki Trip 94, Sr B', Mr McCann's pre-

ame talks, Gr 13 English with Mr

rtcKernan, & Florida '94

DANIEL POPADYNEC

A.K.A. Part time student

What stands out Rock Nrte 91 (Uh

not really). Quebec '92. (the big 500)

To all friends (expecially the Ukes)

SEE YAi

MARK REBELLO

"Seen travellin tunnels for 5

sars I see the light 1
"

My sincere thanks to my pals

id parents who kept me In line. The

x>d memories: Suppaman, Leslie,

erretson, Virgil. Agusta, the Pure-

jssion. and the Axemen (AKA Limo

rew) "They can hardly walk, but they

ome in style". Sojo with his slide,

empsey's Attitude, and Carene's

dies. Gr 12 Physics. Bahamas '94

id my music.

KEVIN QUAN

The present is but the product

of the past, and so all the credit and

little of the blame rests entirely upon

my teachers and classmates I thank

you all Five years, maturing me I

can't imagine what you all must have

done to merit such a cruel and unusual

punishment It's inevitable, that my
classmates will one day make me green

with envy, but as I write, my blood runs

blue, and true To future success

boys 11
I'll race you there despite the

noblest efforts, I've retained my ego

PETER RACCO

"Who is this mysterous masked

man? And why has he never been

photographed together with handsome.

18 year old millionaire playboy Peter''

A solitary caped figure runs across a

moonlit building top! A crimson bolt

blasts across the night sky. striking

fear into the hearts of all evildoers 1

Yes. it's Stupendous man. champion

of liberty, defender of free will! Friend

of freedom, opponent of oppression

Also known as Spaceman Spiff

Interplanetary explorer extraordinaire

"

&dlh

tSSilt*
LES RIEF

I never quite said what I wanted

to say to you, never quite managed the

words to explain to you. never quite

knew how to make them believable

and now the time has gone another

time undone hopelessly fighting the

devil futility feeling the moster climb

deeper inside of me feeling him

gnawing my heart away hungrily I'll

never lose this pain, never dream of

you again

AVRAHM REINDORF JOHN RESENDES

"There are two paths you can go by

But there's still time to change the road

you're on!!"

- Led Zeppelin

Well, 5 years have gone and

passed It's been a blast 1 Great

memories I will remember Cancun
'93, Puerto Vallarta '94 (just the

pictures), Mr Narducci's JFK seminars,

Concert Band, grapes in between the

eyes. Waterloo, and all the boyz in the

Crew Viva Portugal 1 Go Leafs 1 Good
luck! Double Blue till I'm through!!

^S//i
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CARL RILEY

Many of us believe in crossing

each bridge as we get there, without

planning for it first (maybe all of us?). I

would like to thank the St- Michael's

community for supplying me with the

tools, to first build these bridges, which

will in turn give me the means to cross

them with success (hopefully?)

Peace out 1 -- Riley '89 -'94 - Cha!

MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ

What can I say, it's been great.

Five years have come and gone, and

now ifs time to move on But I'll always

hold dear to me the memories of my
five years here at St Michael's.

Thanks for the memories!

MICHAEL ROMBEIRO

I'll try not to be "ALL BITTER",

but I'm not making any promises

Words to live by: jitterbugging with

warm back can be dangerous; can I

have some more err 9 , beware of the

big stink, cold pizza will make you all

bloop bloop, just a little affection, the

body rejects poison Thank you to the

Basilian Fathers and certain teachers

for the great gift of the Truth And to all

annoying pubes. "Sleep tight, ya

morons 1

" *W/a ifctf/,

SCOTT SARTOR

Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah,

Blah. Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah. Bah,

Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah. Blah, Blah, Blah

Blah. Blah, Blah, Blah. Blah, Blah, Blah

Blah, Blah.

- The Grand Reaper

DANIEL SAVINI JOHN SIMPSON

STEVEN SIMPSON

My high school years have

definitely been my most memorable

years I won't forget Metrobowl, the

Evolution, and the shop I also want to

thank and point to the following who
helped me through St Michael's, my
family and everyone who has looked

out for me But then again it's not nice

to point so I'll be ending this

Thank you St Michael's!

w
m*

JOHN SINOPOLI

Thanks to Fr Enright for

Grade 11 English class which I wil

never forget, and to Fr. Holmes, M
Nicholson and the "Ciccoria Pickers

"Chua" Mr Guernere, Mr McCanr
Mr Quinn and the Green Council. I'

never forget, Handball tournament

during 5th period, Rock Nite '93, Gree

Week '94, the '92 Semi-Formal at Vill

Colombo and, in the immortal words c

Sergio Lia "All I got to say is SAl|

FRANi"
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ROBERT ST. PIERRE

5 years and 3000 Go-Train

rides later the time has finally come to

move on The memories I have of St.

Mike's will never be forgotten,

especially Mr Zanardo and the map
incident (Gotcha), the Jack-O-Lantern

confrontation, karate with Mr Lewis,

Calculator Corner, Grade 1 1 Gym and

the infamous T-shirt brawl, and

Skydome So long to all the grads,

students and teachers P S

Musselman, Alan Trammel is not going

to the Hall of Fame See yai

•SL W

ft*ft

ROBERT SOJA

This past year at St Michael's

was a year to remember The hockey

was great and the school work was

tough I've never seen a school like St

Michael's, with such great school spirit,

especially at Buzzer play off games

I'll always remember great times like

the Michigan. Union and St Lawrence

Roadtrips Thanks to the boys on the

teams and at school for good times To

my family, I am forever greatful for their

support and to Courtney for being

Awesome

MICHAEL SUPPA

"It's been a long time since we
rock and rolled.

It's been a long time since we did the

stroll,

Carry me back, carry me back, carry

me back,

Baby where I came trom
"

-L.Z.

Thanks for the memories

JEFFREY SOMMER

"Goodness, discipline and

knowledge," that is what my experience

at St Michael's has brought to me I

would be a different person had I not

attended St Mike's. I have been

changed for the better My life has

been forever enriched through my
experiences in these yellow halls St

Michael's and the memories of my five

years will always be engrained in my
soul Thanks Cec for all your support,

I will always remember May 24, 1993

I'll be Blue til I'm through Thanks St

Mike's P S Skydome '92 was a blast!

^SJik
PETER STEPONAITIS

God bless SMCHI My five year

term has been an adventure beyond

the words of the most traveled bard

Mr McKernan's uplifting religion class

(better than yuk yuk's). play practice till

mignight, x-country, double deckers,

baltic bashes, the "ralley". Model UN
,

Abbey girls, snowballs. Being the Baker

(and a drunk), Mr Tessarro's chem
lessons, Yarema's class naps, rock

nite'93 More mem-ones than you can

sink your fangs into

STEVEN SUCCI

MARK STANLEY

"Good friends we've had,

Good friends we've lost along the way

In this bright future you can't forget

your past,

so dry your tears I say
"

Bob Marley

Thanks for the memones St Michael's

I'll never forget the good friends I've

had here Remember, she only liked

me because she heard I was friends

with you'

^//i
ANDREW SUTTON

August 27 I left my family and

girlfriend to come to St Michael's to

pursue my dream a hockey

scholarship Through perseverence

and dedication to the team and my
dream, it came true So next August

when I leave for Michigan Tech knowing

what I learned this year will make my
journey a lot easier I feel indebted to

my family and Sue who are my #1 fans

and the Buzzers, who without them,

none of this would have been possible

V



WILLIAM TAJER

Being an 8:30 to 1 40 student

(except on Briscola tournament days),

doesn't give me much to say about St

Mike's Teachers have been almost

entertaining at times and the hundreds

of double lunches at Micky D's has

made the five year sentence tolerable.

"Goodbye cruel world I'm leaving you

today Goodbye Goodbye Goodbye
Goodbye allyou people, there's nothing

you can say to make me change my
mind Goodbye"

- Pink Floyd

MICHAEL TATE

^rt* i^t/Ji

Afo

GIUSEPPE TENUTA

SMC Senior Soccer '93 / '94,

San Francisco '92,

Florida / Bahamas '94,

Concert Band

Thanks to all the guys for

making it fun for 5 years at SMC
Always remember - "Heart and Desire

will lead one to Glory"

CHRISTOPHER THOMAS

How would you list your

memories of St. Mike's if they were too

numerous to remember and seemed
to pass by so quickly?

Some of the memories I'll never

forget are: Peurto '94, Quebec '92, G-

ball with out POWER lineup, 1 -4-5 with

Crisis, focus in French, Cartridge boy

spending quarters on Tetris, taking the

southpaw deep at wishing well, the

yellow monster, and y
? park.

Later St. Michael's!

MATTHEW THOMAS

"Big wheels keep on turning..

"

5 years at St Mike's and they're still

going strong One word sums up my
SMC career "Hockey"
Memories roadtrips, tourneys,

spares, KISS concerts, camping, and

of course "BENDERS" Thanks to

those who have helped me along the

way. Buzzers '92-'94. the boys, the

Streetsville guys, my Brown Eyed Girl,

and my parents Remember "Go hard

or go home", and "only the strong

survive" Thanks SMC.

tssy/A
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ANDREJ TUSEK

"Time is a train

Makes the future the past

Leaves you standing in the station

Your face pressed up against the glass"

- Bono
Thanks to Kateryna who made the

past memorable and to Ted who made
his future questionable

^rVl
DAVID VACCARI

I have just ventured through a

great tradition by spending the past 5

yrs here at St Mike's It's been great

but time has come to move on, and that

I shall do, with great expectations.

Many thanks go out to all the boys and

friends for all the great times and of

course to St Mike's for all the fond

memories.

Good luck to all, till we meet again

Bye!

VITOTOMASICCHIO

While I walked through the

halls of SMC in grade 9. I wondered if

I would last 5 years and eventually

graduate a winged W
Great memories: Jr. A. Senators, SMC
Hockey(Peterborough, Father Goetz,

TDCAA Finals), Soccer, Jokes (Nizzo

& Purpta), Ski Days
A lighter note: Room 214, Exams. Tests

Special Thanks to all my teachers,

especially Mr Fifield & Fr McKinnon
who believed in second chances.

to answer the question. I DID!!

t£v//*
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ALEXANDER VERNON

As we go out into the world

Remember boys, the lessons we've

been learning since kindergarten, by

good to each other, share your toys,

idon'l tight, don't torget to tidy up after

:yourselt, and know the value of a good

nap Don't ever forget that Jesus loves

you

Thanks tor the memories folks,

On to the Glorious Future 1

FLAVIOVOLPE

I'll always remember Rombeiro

between the eyes, SMC baseball Lib

jnder a buo, Lamana's compound W,

Hspo's Lada, and the raccoons in my
;antina I'll never torget you guys,and

all the laughs Remember me when

/ou think of Nigrmi, Clao!

PIERRE VILLANUEVA ROBERT VISCONTI

As I search for a practical

application (or the rotation of a conic

section, I reflect upon what I have

learned here at St Mike's I have

learned two languages, tonnes of

mathematical formulae, and everything

you'd want to know about Shakespeare

I have been taught of great historical

figures, of our beautiful Earth, and of

the way of life I have met many friends

and have had good times But what

will I remember most7 That it cost a

lot!!

£$o//i
BARTON WELLS

When I walked into this building

about five years ago, I didn't know

what to expect, now I see that it was
one of the "better" moves I have made
in the last eighteen and and half years

I will always remember, Gr 9, Fr

Ennght's Gr 11 english (Words are

Important), the eve of ski day '94,

Mexico '94, and room #1626 Well

that's it Thanks to the staff and fellow

students It's been a thin slice of

heaven,good luck to you all

JEFFERYWONG

MICHAEL VESIA

lO)Watchmg Dexter, Leeroy. Sherwin.

Ashley. Ernie &Thompson at work zzz

9)The hours in Father's Anger's garden

8) Mr Di Leo's suit

7)Nignm's "Raccoon in the cantina"

incident

6)Mr Narducci's ballet lessons

5)Fr Enrighf/s agar scented tests

4)Mr DiPinto's coaching

3)Mr Grassi's assorted hairstyles

2)Mr Nicholson's "cicchona pickin"

class 101

1)The laughs with Espo, Flav, Sal,

Direnz, Pase and Pep,

tffc/v*

NICK VOZORIS

Having graced the halls of St

Miike's under the aliases Zorba the

Greek. Souvlaki & Tzatziki. I will always

remember Mr Nicholson's chichonne

picking class, Fr McKinnon's "movie

days". Fr Holmes' ten minute Calc &

Alg lessons, vacationing wrth debating

funds, and above all Fr Cullen and

yearbook Thanks to my Mom, Dad.

and brother for helping me along the

way Well, its been five years of the

Blues Just take it as it goes and keep

smilin' thafs life It's been a slice boys'

V



STEVEN XUEREB

"Time stand still-

I'm not looking back-

But I want to lood around me now
See more of the people

And the places that surround me now"
- Neil Peart

All's I got to say is: 10F, 11B, Catti

Club, San Fran, Nards, Puerto Vallana,

H=PxP, and special thanks to Walter

Guedes

YOUNG YOON

It was like a warm back for five

years Fives, Father 'Geets', and Sr B,

music with Holden, defending Johnny

K ,
catcher's equipment, 'Chang",

Poison's gloves, 'power', and in Mexico

we had centerfielders, turtles, furniture

removers, and yellowman to redman

This course definitely did build

Thank you SMC!!!!!!!
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FR. CULLEIN CELEBRATES HIS

GOLDEN JUBILEE OF
PRIESTHOOD 1944-1994

FATHER BUD CULLEN C.S.B. M.Ed.

It is a rare occasion when one finds an individual who has dedicated fifty

years of his life to his work. Such an individual is Father Cullen. Father Cullen

celerbrates his fiftieth anniversary in the priesthood this year.

Fadier Bud (John Leonard) Cullen was ordained to the priesthood in St.

Basil's Church by James Cardinal McGuigan on August twentieth, 1994. He was

professed as a Basilian on September ninth, 1937 in St. Basil's novitiate on

Tweedsmuir Ave. (then called Kendal Ave.) upon the recommendation of his

Novice Master Father Tighe C.S.B. His first appointment was to St. Michael's

College School on Bay St where he acted as Recreation Master and pursued his

studies for a B.A. degree at the University of Toronto. He then joined the staff of

the new St. Thomas High School on Memorial Drive in Houston, Texas in 1940.

Father Cullen returned to his teaching apostolate at St. Michael's in 1949 and

w as then transferred to The Aquinas Institute of Rochester where he was to be

stationed for the next twenty-nine years. As head of the Art Department at

Aquinas he introduced a greater variety of courses, "state of the art" equipment

and made it possible for students in Art to earn a New York State Regents credit.

It was also at Aquinas that he revived a defunct dramatics program and from

1950 to 1979 produced over 60 plays and musicals. It is notable that many of

these were premiere amateur productions in Rochester among them being:

Oklahoma!, Annie Get Your Gun, Kiss Me Kate, Teahouse of the August Moon,

Finian's Rainbow, Half-A-Six-Pence, The Music Man, and My Fair Lady. By

1979, he was teaching at Michael Power High School on Islington. He joined the

English and Art department where he stayed for five years before joining the

staff of St. Michael's College School.

At St. Michael's up to the present time, he is teaching Art,

specialising in the areas of calligraphy, silk screen printing,

and ceramics and also for the past ten years, he has been

moderator of the school yearbook which enables him to

practice his skills in photography and computerized

publishing.

For fifty years Father Cullen has dedicated his life as a

priest to his spiritual flock, as a teacher and counsellor to his

students, as an artist, and as a faithful member of the Church

serving the Lord. Not many can profess to this list of

achievements. May God send his graces and virtues to Father

Cullen so he may continue with his work, a blessing for us

all.

At Ease at the Computer In the I 'hole Studio In the Ceramic Shop
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VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Flavio Volpe

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Mr. Dan Prendergast

;

v/

ood afternoon proud

parents and families. St. Michael's

School staff, and, my distinguished

graduating classmates. I stand before

you today with the special honour

bestowed upon me by my classmates

- the honour to represent them at the

Graduation as their Valedictorian.

In that capacity, it is a

privilege for me to present to you the

1994 St. Michael's College School

Graduating Class. Behold these

young men; your sons and brothers,

our students and athletes. Now I

present them to you as the foundation

stones of our future.

This class has followed the

pattern of a rich tradition. It has

learned how sheer grit and

determination and the passion for

excellence overcomes all of life's

obstacles. St. Mike's has shown to us

the faces of success, the ability to be

proud yet humble, to be successful,

yet, unassuming. These are but a few

of the lessons, the legacy that our

predecessors, the St. Michael's Old

Boys, have left for all of us. As a

class we have absorbed these lessons,

crossing the 't' in 'Saint' and dotting in

V in 'Michael'.

The young men before you

wear the name St. Michael's with

pride, a pride that can only be

achieved with the spirit instilled at

the beginning of a five year mission.

They have shown that spirit outside

the classroom as well, whether it was

after school serving at the Good
Shepherd Refuge, Saturday morning

at the St. Mike's Basketball

Tournamenl, lunchume on Meals on

Wheels, the long nights with the

Italian Club, or the Baseball and

football teams, the Debating Society

and the Green Council

Some of you will note with

warm contentment that this is in

keeping with precepts of our faith,

the calling of Jesus Christ and the

teaching of his gospels.

Through them we all find our

personal missions, each discerned

from the greater context of the

mission of the Church as a whole.

And, within this central mission,

through the pursuits of knowledge

and ultimately our attainments of

wisdom, we then create our own

diversity.

It is in our collective diversity

that we graduates were fortunate

enough to share the same classrooms,

study the same texts and attend the

same school. Gradually, these my
talented peers, shaped a union, one of

both spirit and knowledge.

In that union, and irrespective

of natural abilities, each and every

one of us has made a commitment to

use our talents and abilities to aid in

the greatest imperative: to live our

lives in keeping with the spirit of our

school, being successful yet virtuous.

My friends, together we fought:

together we struggled; together,

today, we triumph.

Parents, look now at your

teenaged sons as they embark on

their individual roads to life. I ask

you all to look into the eyes of the

graduates before you and forge into

your minds, into your hearts, the

images of these fresh, determined

young men. Your lives, our lives and

the lives of many yet undetermined

people will be enhanced by, and in

many cases, dependant upon the

proficiency, competency and good

will of the achievements of my
classmates.

Graduates, look at each other,

for tomorrow that same classmate

will become a face recognized not

only by his friends, but by the world;

because St. Mike's boys breathe the

tradition of achievement: engineers,

neurosurgeons, missionaries, lawyers,

skilled labourers, teachers and

architects. 1 am confident that the

only thing standing betw ecn this class

and those titles is time. We need

patience to endure it, the will to

succeed and the support of each and

every one of us am offer the other.



As I leave (Ins School l()(l.i\ I

(leave ><>u as a typical St. Mike's

graduate, one who has developed and

matured alongside his peers.

Together we are now ready to apply

these same achievements to raise

ourselves to the highest levels ol

productivity With the support ol

family, friends and teachers, and the

examples set by my peers, 1 know

that one day, when I return to tins

school, assembled perhaps with this,

OH) graduating class, I will find

evidence that what I sec as a fresh

faced eighteen year old will be true:

specifically, that there is no man

more willing, more determined, no

man with more grit, no man whose

pride we;irs the suit of humility like a

St Michael's man, the men of the

Double Blue.

With tins thought then, and on

behalf of tins year's graduating class,

I wish to thank the Basilian fathers

whose vocation created such a

school, our parents who dedicated

their lives and patience so that we

might be raised under the best of

circumstances; our teachers who have

given us guidance and taught us

discipline and our friends who hailed

us in times of glory and encouraged

us in moments of despondency. Our

success is a product of their

continuing help With that and the

help of God's grace, we will continue

to find ongoing success on the road

paved for us by the fathers of St.

Michael's

May God bless you all, and

thank you.

GUEST SPEAKER
Mr. Dennis Mills

(ember of Parliament Broadview-

Greenwood







ATHLETIC
OUTSTANDING

JUNIOR ATHLETES
Kurt Dowries
Duncan Forbes
Don Lester

FATHER MULCAHY TROP
Sam Dorri

JACKFENN TROPHY
Reilly Musselman

PAUL DIGNAN TROPHY
Ryan Williams

HISTORY/ATHLETICS AWA
Angelo Capra



AWARDS
OUTSTANDING

GRADUATING ATHLETES

Angelo Capra
Paul Carrington
John Di Renzo
Steve Flynn

Dennis Infanti

Mike Marcon
Mike Marley

Carlos Martins
Ian McGonigal
Rocco Piccininno

Mike Tate
Matt Thomas
Alex Vernon

COACH OF THE YEAR
Frank Trentadue

FATHER MALLON TROPHY
Paolo Frescura

FOOTBALL M.V.P.

Rocco Piccininno

A.Y 27, 1994



DIRECTOR
Fr. Rob McKinn

Mr. Otino Corsa

Mr. Paul Pietrkiewi

Mr. Carl Geniol

Miss M. McKenn
Mr. Ian Thompsa

CAS
Dan Siatkows

Rosa Lisa T-

Joseph C
Ma

Christie T
Mark In

Natalie I

Peter Step"

Edmund Cui

JeffD

Patrick L

Martin OBri

Katie Gra;

Gene Paul N
Tom Wov-*-

AlexK
Stepheni

Michael I

Carmen C

Martin CI

Anselm DeSoi

Kieran Tra(

Otto Wo
Amanda Bouquillc

Kristina Clutterbu

Alicia Malcol

Madga Pogows

Linda Rone

Kristina Steponaii

SPECIAL THAN!'
Mrs. Cathy Dinui.

Mrs. Mary Jane Irvi

Mrs. Erica McKerral

Mrs. Maria Mendonco

Ms. Pat Bol"

Mrs. Candace Mad<

Mrs. June Scandid

TICKET SALES:
Warren Wong

Mark Dolworth
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i» <& highlands, the highlands

\j$ gj$ ofScotland, deep in the night of the

ySt\ ££& murfcuarcv. Then in the highlands,

'V £$!#; the highlands ofScotland, two weary

%* tjtff&Ji hunters, Cost their way....

pril of 1994, the St. Michael's

ege School Drama Depart-

it presented the musical,

All who saw the musical were

uched by the production

„.ve of the beautiful sets

dazzled with the Scott

costumes. The four-

production went smoot

without a hitch and was prai

op notch and the dances

ographed by Maur~°

IcKenna) were lively

brilliant. The St. Micha

Drama Society had preser.

H* ir. 'A of Fr. Robert McKinnon and Mr.

^'
:

'

:M Otino Corsano.
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CREWS:
Garry Doyle
Marco D'Ercole

Matt Moreau
Sean O'Halloran

Brad Schmidt
Les Leoniak
Daniel Fox
Christopher Adams
Bart Godlewski
Paul Guest
Dana Habib
Mark Dilworth

Jason Luk
Kevin Quan
Cameron Ruthven
Darwin Duka
Michael Diordano
Mark Pawziuk
Christopher Ponesse

Liz Anderson
Alex Rybak
Joe Brean
Paul Dymond
Jason Marhue

stopher Bunic
id Pontello

'^T Dejneka
na Cassidy
elle Raino
McGowan

HESTRA:
is Favret

lew Czarnota
Shaughnessy
ael Ward
Lawrence
~s Fava
ael Suppa
B. Guerriere

lOatt
jny Corrizzato

Paluzzi

i O'Connor
ene Kaiser

la Baranowski
ifer Hedican
lett Kelly

y Lobo
!e Lobo
Prins

Muniak
ael Remenyi
s Ronka

t Canale
Gilligan

an Nagy
ael Lawlwss
ael DeCamillis

Mendoza



%pbertMc%innonCSV., theSt. MichaeCsCoUege midst is led the bride, a little timid at first, and

School Drama Society successfully put on the wishfultogo 6ac((to life, to live again with her

production of"Our Town".
memories. 'But she is shown how impossible, how

"Our Town" is a three act pCay by Norton futile it is to return. The past cannot be re-livtd

'Wilder. In thefirst act, the stage manager (puvyed Truth is to befound onCy in the future,

by VatrickJDouglas), outCines the history of the The director, Jr. % 9dc<Kinnon, and the

town, whichisgrover'sCorners, fbfew

Hampshire, and something of the

carries the audience into the houses

of the Qibbs and 'Webb families,

substantial homes containing

"There

about the

play that

assistant director 9dr. O. Corsano,

together dedicatedmuch oftheirfree

timegoing over every One with the

cast, every cue with the stage crew

andevery inch ofthe te7(t in order to

ensure a professionaCand touching

arrives at breakfast time and are

carried through one entire day in the m^^mh
lives of thesegoodpeople.

The second act concerns the love affair

between young george gibbs and little 'Emily

'Webb, and this culminates in a moving wedding

scene.

In the thirdact, we are led to the cemetery

on the hill, where many ofthe deadtownspeople

are patiently and smilingly awaiting not

19th, 20th and the after,..

_-_ 21st ofHpvembtr 1993, their efforts

were rewarded with excellent shows that went

without a hitch.

To quote Jr. McQQnnon, 'There is something

about the play "Our Town" that just wor^s."

However, Jr. MdKjnnon andMr. Corsano didn't

just mal(e the play worf^ but managedto ma%e it

sing and touch the hearts ofeveryone that was

present, including the actors.



CAST:
Patrick Douglas

Natalie Peck

Catherine Cummings

Dan Siatkowski

Maria Wagland

Matt Lang

James Leoniak

Kevin Tait

Michael Lee-Poy

Bianca Auciello

Michael Adams
Carmine Casciato

Justin Medved

Alphonse Pinto

Kristina Clutterbuck

John Lamanna

Peter Steponaitis

Jennifer Holloway

Bart Dzikowski

Neil Dilworth

Joe Corcoran

Michael Marley

Tom Woyzbun

Stephanie Dunn

Lisa Iannone

Linda Roncks

Katie Gray

Klementyna Niewiapowski

Isabelle Giabowiks

Sharon Florian

Victor De Luca
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Agius, Nicholas

Agovino, Vicente

Anderson, Timothy

Andrade, Steven

Apong, Philip

Arage, Michael

Baiocco, Giovanni

Banerjee, Da\ id

Banng, Joseph

Basso, Ernesto

Bell more, David

Benedetti, Angelo

Boddy, Christopher

Bond, Neil

Bowen, Jason

Bravo, Michael

Brigger,

Chnstophcr

Brockerville,

Stephen

Bujak, Matthew

Bukovscak, Ryan

Calabresc, Eugene

Calisi, Robert

Carullo, Daniel

Caruso, Anthony

Cccutti, Anthony

Chang, Andy

*,M*M*
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Chiarcossi, Paul

Chmielewski,

Thomas

Cinelli, Michael

Cipriani, Claudio

Clarke, Dane-

Cods, Wiliam

Coladipictro,

Donato

Collins, Andrew

Corcoran, Joseph

Corvcsc, Michael

Costello, Michael

Czyrsky, Bohdan

Da Cambra, Brian

Dal house, Jeffery

De Klerk, Quinlon

De Souza, Ansclm

Dempsey, Marc

Di Bia.se, Stephen

Dilworth, Mark

Duffy, Patrick

Dzikowski, Bart

Edgar, Jeffrey

Evans, Jamie

Fan, Ah in

Farrugia, Bnan

Fitzpatnck. Paul



Flaman, Michael

Fung, Angus

Fuocco, Adrian

Fusca, Steven

Gaggi, Raymond

Gagne, Joel

Gagne, Gilbert

Gagne, Paul

Giambrone,

Anthony

Giordano, Charles

Giordano, Michael

Gleeson, Michael

Gon/ale/.-Lomas,

Guillem

Gorsic, Aron

Greco, Gianpaolo

Green, Evan

Gngg, John

Grochmal, Michael

Guest, Paul

Ha/ane, Adrian

Holmes, Jeremy

H\ ginus, Joseph

Hykcl, Rudolph
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Iatratc, Riccardo

Ilumin, Chnstian

I0//0, Mano
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Italia, Christopher

Jung, Howard

Junk, Bradley

Kaldis, George

Karas, Robert

Kennedy, Bryan

Kim, John

Koh, Robert

Koomoy-sing,

Donald

Kus, Bartek

Lackovic, Krcsimir

Lang, Matthew

Lan/.ilotta, Alfredo

Lausic, Domagoj

Lcc, Edward

Lee, Stanley

Lee, Marc

Lin/.ender, Paul

Lok, Adrian

Lombardi, Adnano

Loreto, Michael

Luk, Jason

Mahoney, Michael

Mak, Timoth)

Manzo, Benjamin

Marchese, Joe

T^



Marchetti, Michael

Marchic, Anthony

Mark, Andrew

Markson,

Christopher

Marsico, John

Mastrodicasa, Jack

McConnon, Paul

McGrath, Robert

McNicholas,

Michael

McQuillan, Mark

Medved, Justin

Medwidsky, Yunj

Mendoza, Karlo

Mockus, Vytas

Montefiore, John

Moore, Marcus

Murray, Brian

Na, Gene

Naccarato, Ennio

Neill, Gordon

O'Brien, Martin

O'Connor, Ryan

O'Halloran, Sean

O'Shca, D'Arcy

Olivieri, Alexander

Park, Charles
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Pasqualino, Lennj

Pasta, Alex

Peerenb<x>m,

Robert

Pcru/./ii, Da\ id

Pescador, Daniel

Piclrangclo, Paul

Policaro, Francesco

P< messe, Ryan

Ponesse, Gregt >ry

Rakus, Andrcj

Rigg, Robert

Rinella, Simon

Roquc, Carlo

luc on llic hnllon'

Russell, James

Ruthven, Cameron

Sakotic, Daniel

Salvadori, Michael

Scarpino, Gianni

Scolozzi, Mathias

Scott, Kevin

Siatkowski, Daniel

Sipple, William

Sklierenko, Orcst

Smart, Gregorj

Smith, Gamal

Snihura. Adrian



Sokolski, Marck

Somlai, Thomas

Spcnsicn,

Bcnardino

Stavrou, Evan

Sturino, Chns

Suda, David

Suvagau, Scrban

Szucs, Mark

Tait, Kevin

Tanzola,

Chnstophcr

Tinmouth, Mark

Tracey, Jonathan

Underys, Linas

Valles, Sean

Veneziano, David

Villanueva, Jason

White, Chnstian

Whiting, Matthew

Wong, Warren

Woo, Simon

Wood, Damon
Woy/.bun, Thomas

Zavershnik,

Michael
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You are all I want, O Lord;

I promise to obey your laws.

I ask you with all my heart

to have mercy on me, as you

have promised!

I have considered my conduct,

and I promise to follow your

instructions.

Without delay I hurry

to obey your commands.



Aburlo. Miguel

Adams, Michael

Aldndge, Jeremy

Andrade, Wavne

Araujo, Dale

Bagovich, George

Barman, Brian

Bartucci, Robert

Berndl, Marc

Bohan, Steven

Boutilier, Randal

Brean, Joseph

Broughton, Robert

Brown, Peter

Budd, Michael

Buncic, Christopher

Carra, Daniele

C'asalc, Andrew

Casey, Patrick

Causi, Stephen

Cervini, Daniel

Chclli, John

Chiang, Lucas

Chow, Justin
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Coghlan,

Christopher

Coghlan, John

Connolly, Eoin

Contardi, Albcri

Conte, Vincent

Corrizzato,

Anthony

Coughlin, Gregorj

D'Amico, David

D'Apnlc, Luca

D'Cru/, Jason

D'Onof no, David

Dajnowiec,

Matcus/

Damctto, Franco

Dc Camillis,

Michael

De Luca, Vittorio

De Maria,

Chnstophcr

Dc Vuono, Marc

Dean, Jell rev

Dempsey, Jude

Desouza, Carl Mark

Devane, Gavin

Di Battista,

Anthony

Di Carlo, Marco

Di Persio, Robert

V



Di Tosto, Jonathan

Dinclcy, Mark

Dons, Matthew

Drimmcl, Peter

Farrell, Jason

Ferguson, Peter

Ferretti, Steve

Fiacco, Gianni

Flynn, Kevin

Forcucci, Salvatore

Fox, Matthew

Fuda, Cosimo

Galati, Mauro

Galletti, Gianpaulo

Galuszka, Andrew

( la/./ellone, Da\ id

Godlewski, Bartosz

Granic, Ivan

Gnse, Neal

Grodski, Tom

Grzesiowski,

Wojtek

Hagino, Kensaku
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Hartcry,

Chnstopher

Hayward, Darren
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Head, James

Hcllmann, Steven

Hcrtcn-Grcaven,

Terence

Holland, Derek

1 1( iwarth,Benjamin

Howlett, Richard

laboni, Robert

Innoccntm, Micheal

Intihar, Mark

Kcane, Ronan

Kearney, Mark

Kelly, Alan

Khayat, Wisam

Kim, Daniel

Kimens, Rvan

Kirk, Ke\ in

Ko, James

Kozak, Andrew

Lanzillotta,

Michael

Le Blanc, Justin

Leon, Lewis

Leung, Gregory

Leung, Adrian

Li Volsi,

Alessandro
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Liacas, Vincent

Lofranco, John

Lundy, Christopher

Magarelli, Michael

Maniaci, Anthony

Manias, Robert

Manza, Patrick

Maragna, Anthony

Marchie, Augustine

Marcinkowski, Paul

Martins, Joel

Maxwell-Smith,

Adam
Mazzocco, Fabio

Maz/.ulla, Marco

McAulilTe,

Raymond

McKnight, Russell

Merchant, Darren

Miculinic, Jeremy

Miranda, Kui

Monic, Alexander

Montgomery,

Stephen

Morra, Roy

Murphy, Matthew

Naughton, John
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Navarcttc, Robert

Nocc, Robert

Nowak, Wojcicch

O'Kanc, Darn

O'Roiirke, Jeffrey

Oh, Jason

Oltavino, Francesco

Paglia, Giancarlo

Palo/./.i, Stephen

Park, Hee-June

Paudyn, Bartlomiej

Penchar/, James

Petrol 1 to, Gero

Pimcntcl, Paolo

Pi roll, Robert

Puma, Salvatorc

Racco, Vincent

Rebello, David

Regan, William

Rusek, Edward

Samson. David

Sam, Aaron

Savenno, Marco

Schettino. Pasquale

^



Schmidt, Bradley

Shaughncssy, Tony

Simon, Patrick

Sinclair, Frank

Slow ikou ski,

Stephen

So, Christopher

Sousa, Jorge

Spagnuolo, Michael

Santo Domingo,

Aven

Stoddart, David

Teskey, Patrick

Thomas, Bradley

Tonks, Christopher

Topaloglu, Allen

Toppings, Marc

Vedovat, Luigi

Wagland, Derek

Wassenar, Daniel

Weber, Marcus

Wilson, Andrew

Wong, Laurence

Wcxxl, Richard

Yoon, David

Young, Jason

Yu, Byron

Zanatta, Adam
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Keep me from going the wrong

way,

and in your goodness teach me
your law.

I have chosen to be obedient;

I have paid attention to your

judgements.

I have followed your instructions,

Lord;

don't let me be put to shame.

I will eagerly obey your

commands,

because you will give me more

understanding.

y^



Aiczza, Michael

Aldridge, Grant

Angclini. Rene

Aragon, Claudio

Basso, Andrew

Bates, Jeremy

Bellissimo, Jason

Bellosillo, Bryan

Benedet, Alexander

Benincasa, Jordan

Bernardio, Roberto

Best, Greg

Bolla, Michael

Bonnin, Jeffery

Boragina, Giuseppe

Bottoni, David

Bradel, Borys

Breda, Denis

Bros, Jake

Brown, Matthew

Brown, Paddy

Cahill, Brendan

Callaghan, Michael

Cammisa, Vito

Campione, Sam
Carabine, Michael

Carcone, Steven

'-» ~
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Carrol, Neil

( lattapan, Marc

Cen me, R< iberl

Chau, Douglas

Cheung, Victor

Choi. Stephen

Chu, Gregory

Ciccolini, Robert

Cinelli, David

Clandgc, Matthew

Coles, Ryan

Conforzi, John

Cooney, William

Crcta, Antonio

Currie, Daniel

D'Mello, Brcndon

D'Sousa, Adam
D'Sousa, Marc

Dailydc, Paul

Davis, Patrick

De Ciantis, Devin

De Luca,

Alessandro

De Luca, Damn
De Marco, David

Dcjneka,

Wolodymr

Dencheff, Steven

Di Biasc. Adrian

V



Di Salle. David

Dorri, Sam
Dowries, Kurt

Downs, Christopher

Dvl, Michael

Dymond, Paul

Ebach, Richard

Farnum, Stewart

Filipiuk, Paul

Forbes, Duncan

Foss, John

Francavilla, Cns
Gaggi, Jason

Geerts, Jason

Geniole, Darryl

Giansante, Michael

Gibel, Timothy

Gonsalves, Darryl

Grant, Chnstopher

Grech, Albert

Gngg, David

Grzybowski,

Trevor

Guidi, David

Haras u, Andrew

Heffeman, Kevin

Holker, Michael

Holmes, Sean
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I lowarth, Joseph

Hyacienth, Paul

Hyun, Steve

[eraci, Anthony

Illancs, C'laiidm

Jcc, William

Jensen, Eric

Kat/.ikowski.

Michael

Kavaliauskas, Jonas

Kim, Tony

Kim, Andrew

Kuccra, Paul

Lam, Brian

Lang, Stephen

Lee, Jason

Lcc-Poy, Robert

Lester, Daniel

Lewis, Luis

Ling, Hubert

Linteau, Timothy

Lium, Andrew

Loh, Eldon

Louis, Rhain

Magda, David

Maiolino, Michael

Mak, Geoffrey

Mand/.y, Matthew

^



Marano, Michael

Marchctti. Steven

Marchic, Alfonsc

Mauricette, Derek

Mc Clorey, Philip

Mc Rae, Peter

Milam, Gianni

Minatel, Alexander

Molnar, Aron

Moore, Steven

More, Andrew

Mullally, Joseph

Murdoch, Matthew

Musselman, Reilly

Na\ ascites, Ignacio

Ng, Douglas

Norrmalm, Eric

Novalski, Michael

Novis, Mark

Nugent, Bryan

Nunes, Paul

O' Lean', Sean

O' Reilly, Patrick

Ostoya, Jimmy
Pagano, Mark

Palermo, Matthew

Park, John
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Pavacic, Marko

Pescador, Patrick

Piroli, Paul

Pontello, David

Przybylo, Paul

Puzzo, Michael

Quaglietta, Michael

Quan, Randy

Raczynski,

Pr/cmvslau

Rami re/., Carlos

Ramos. Daryll

Rasctla, Anthony

Rauti, Giuseppe

Rcda, Matthew

Reiart, Scot

Richard, Shau n

Riley, Shane

Russcl, Adam

Rutin en, Graeme

Samuel, Dwyane

Sanelli, Domcnic

Santone, Da\ id

Sartor, Bryant

Sasso, Enzo

Scali, Frank

Schippke, Robert

Schmidt. Michael



Scocco, Giorgio

Settec&se, Fabio

Sexton, Stephen

Shaw, Daniel

Sills, Patrick

Simon, David

Simpson, David

Slaw son. Marc

Sohn, Nichael

Spagnolo, Anthony

Stepinski, Robert

Story, Michael

Taborowski, Robert

Tanzola, Patrick

Tracey, Kiernan

Vasilica, Adrian

Vendetti, Mark

Viola, Davide

Viola, Mark

Vitale, Ruby

Waginski, Jan

Wahba, Jonathan

Ward, Michael

White, Glen

Widdowson,

Michael

Williams, Ryan

Wong, Pius

Woo, Peter

Wu, Scott

Zavodnv, Peter

V

The guy beside me is camera shy.
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Teach me, Lord, the meaning of

your laws,

and I will obey them at all

times.

Explain your law to me, and I

obey it;

I will keep it with all my heart.

Keep me obedient to your

commandments,

because in them I find

happiness.

Give me the desire to obey your

laws

rather than to get rich.



Alday.Marc

Ancic, Steven

Andnano, Vincent

Angheloni, Marc

Arciszewski,

Sebastian

Ash, Michael

Azzopardi, Jeffrey

Ball, James
Barnes, John

Barrucci, Jason

Begin, Daniel

Bemman, Thomas

Bieber, Simon

Bitner, Christopher

Bovle, Alexander

Breech, Patrick

Bressan, Andrew

Bnsbois, Edward

Buncic, Nicholas

Carere, Christian

Cam, Matthew

Caroleo, Michael

Carra, Claudio

Carter, Christopher

Cartier, Andrew

Casciato, Carmine

Castellino, Michael

Chien, Sean

Chiu, Edwin

Chodorek, Martin
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Chow, Anson

Coccia, Mark

Conic, Slcvcn

Coscarella,

Scttimio

Coylc, Michael

te a ^J Jl Crams, Vasilios

Crudclc, Da\ id

Cummings,

Edmund

D'Aquila, Bernard

Daunt, Neil

Danes, Craig

De Canal ho, Marc

De Faveri, Roberto

De Fina, Peter

De La Cruz, Mark

De Souza, Kevin
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Delia Rosa,

Stephen

Demann, Marko

Diamond, Jonathan

Dilworth, Neil

Dorey, David

Dowding, Sheldon

Edgar, Brad

Farlow, Daniel

Favia, Marcel lo

Ferlisi, Carmelo

Fiacconi, Adnano

Flora, John

Forsyth, Alistair

Fox, Kenneth

Gaddi, Jav



Galuszka, Michael

Gasdia, Paul

Gesualdi, Joseph

Gomez, Pablo

Gordon, Ryan

Grcch, George

Grossi, Anthony

Guiao, Dario

Halpine, John

1 lartmann, Erich

Harvie, Ryan

Harwood, Bradd

Holmes, Michael

Holmes, Michael

Honglin, Michael

Hyun, Jonathan

Ignatavicius, Aras

Jee, Jason

Jekiclek, Robert

Kielty, John

Kim, Daniel

Kinghorn, Mark

Knpcr, Sebastian

Kuliavas, Stan

Kwon, Glen

Kvr/akos, Joshua

Lackovic, Branimir

Lamie, Frank

Lankin, Christopher

Lawless, Michael

Lcckic, Robert
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Lee, Daniel

Lee, Slephen

Lee, Aaron

I .coniak, James

Lipski, Bart

Lirangi, Michael

Lo Prcsti, Vincent

Luc, Andrew

Manaois, Michael

Manias, Michael

Marino, John-Paul

Maschenn, Adam
Masney, Michael

Mastrodicasa,

Michael

Ma/.ur, Paul

Ma/./.ucco, David

McAuliffe, Frank

McDonough, Brian

McDowell, Jamie

Medina, Damien

Mendes,

Christopher

Mihcvc, Justin

Millar. Jeffrey

Milway, Thomas

Minichillo, John

Miranda, Garth

Mitchell, Andrew

Mo, Bryan

Molnar, Laszlo

Moniz, Clifford

Montesano, Robert



Monticolo, Stephen

Moretti, Siggy

Muniak, Kizysztol

Nowak, Jacub

O'Grady, Michael

O'Hara, Patrick

Oh, David

Palis. Christopher

Pappalardo, Nicolas

Pasta, Julian

Paudyn, Gabriel

Paulsen, Robert

Pawziuk, Mark

Perez, Richard

Piggott. Blair

Pippo, Chns

Ponesse,

Christopher

Ponziani,

Christopher

Raztcliffe, Paul

Rebstcin, Terence

Restivo, Carmen

Rogers, Ronan

Rovito, Jason

Roy, Marc-Andre

Rullolo, Anthony

Rusac, Robert

Ruslys, Linas

Sagan, Richard

Sapiano, Thomas
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Scdran, Steven

Scniuk, Patrick

Sevcnno, Raffaele

Sham, James

Shecdy, Matthew

Silva, Eloi

Simonc, Michael

Slessor, Matthew

Smch, Borna

Soon, Phil]

Southwell, Jason

Spencer, Andrew

Stewart, Ryan

Stifani, Jacopo

Strgacic, Anton

Stnowski, Marc

Suchon, David

Suppa, Bruno

Targett, Michael

Tesoro, Joseph

Trafford, Matthew

Trafford, Mark

Valles, Shane

Vargas, Knsjon

Varona, Michael

Vecchio, Adrian

Vernon, Joseph

Volpe, Massimo

Wagner, Sean

Walters, David

Willems, Leigh

Williams,

Alexander

Wojcik, Filip

Wong, Otto
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FRIDAY FEBRUARY FOUR



NINETEEN
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I lie defeated in the dust;

revive me, as you have

promised.

I confessed all I have done, and

you answered me;

teach me your ways.

Help me to understand your

laws,

and I will meditate on your

wonderful teachings.

I am overcome by sorrow;

strengthen me, as you have

promised.
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Fr Thomas Mohan C SB.

B \ SIB, M.Ed.

Principal

Mr. Daniel D Prendergast

B. A., M.Ed. Vice-Principal

Golf, Basketball Tourn., Buzzer

Exec, Chair of Athletic Banquet

Says, " To err is human, to

forgive is unheard of."

Mr. Paul Dignan

B. A. .M.Ed.

Director of Studies

Mr. Paul Barry

B.A, B.Ed.

History

Cross-Country

Mr Frank Bergin



Cj

li James Enright (



Mr Paul McCann

B.A..B.Ed,M \

English (Dept. Head)

Baby Blues Hockey

Mr. Peter McCann
B.A.,B.Ed.,M.Div.

Religion

Sr. "B" Hockey

Mr. Barry McDermott

B.A. Geography (Dept Head)

Sr. & Jr. Baseball, Arena Mgr ,

Buzzers Junior "A" Hockey V.P.

"Don't throw your tickets away

while the horses are still racing
"

Ms Elizabeth McDougall

B.A, B.Ed., MA.
French

Cross-Country, Track & Field,

Alpine Skiing

Sr. Frances J.B McKenna
B.A.Hon Dip Ed.

English

Debating

Mr. Gregory McKeman
B.A. , B.Ed.

English

Senior "B" Hockey

Fr. Robert O. McKinnon C.S.B.

A.O.C.A.

Art

Drama

Mr. Patrick Monahan

B.A. MA
History

Cross Country, Track & Field
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Keep me from paying attention

to what is worthless;

be good to me, as you have

promised.

Keep your promise to me, your

servant-

the promise you make to those

who obey you.

Save me from the insults I fear;

how wonderful are your

judgements!

I want to obey your commands;

give me new life, for you are

righteous.
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The 1993 Senior Kerrj Blues

were off to ;i greal 4

I he biggest game ol the

regular season u as a 35 1

5

win over arch mal Michael Power

Trojans The Kern Blues' stength

(his season is found in the offensive

backfield with the return of third year

running back Sean Musselmarj and

Rocco Piccinino and second yeai

quarterback Kens Jackson The team

won their first game against Henry

Carr and defeated Fatrher John

Redmond in the league finals,

capturing the II) (A A title for the

fourth year running. The acievement

of the Kerry Blues did not stop

there The team was victorious against

Pickering Secondary and Central

Tech proving once again that SM<
has one of the best football programs

in the greater Toronto area. The

Kerry Blues advanced impressively

to the Metro Bowl finals where thej

fell short of a win against St Pat's ol

Sarnia. Undoubtedly, tins will be a

season to remember for the players,

coaches, and the entire student body

in the years to come.



First Row (L to R.):

Eoin Connelly

Jean-Carlo Paglia

Steve Ferretti

Michael Innocentin

Ryan Kimens

Marco DiCarlo

O Mauro Galati

Adam Zanatta

R Mike Aiezza

Paul Przybylo

Matuez Dajnowiec

Second Row (L. to R.):

|£ MarkVendetti
'"_ Paul Pailydo

E Markus Weber
Berni D'AqR Patrick Pescador

t-» Jorge Sousa
• Pasquale Schettino

Mr. Frank Ribarich

Wojtek Grzesiowski

Joe Conforzi

Ryan Williams

Tony Shaughnessy

Mike Dyl

J Steve Sexton

Paul Piroli

¥j Third Row (L. to R.)

Mr. George Shust

Joe Rauti

Paul Kucera

Patrick O'Reilly

Sebastien Arciszewski

Daniel Lee

Carmen Reshivo

David Rebello

Shane Riley

Mike Mirano

Jeff Azzopardi

John Conforzi

S. Rciszewski

Mr. Charles Lewis

Sean Holmes

Fourth Row (L to R.):

Joseph Mullally

Chris Tonks

David Yoon
Robert Piroli

Allessandro LiVoIsi

Stu Farnum

Jason Farrell

John Park

Michael Story

Mark Kearney

Joe Howarth

Mike Holmes
Chris DeMaria

Fifth Row (L. to R.)

Mr. Mike Coghlan

Unas Ruslys

Ignasio Navascues

C. Estivo

Peter Drimmel

Ed Rusek



The Blue Knights
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First Row: Bruno Suppa, Alan Kelly, Alexander Minatel,

Carlo DeGirolamo, Phillip McLorey, Simon Rinella

Second Row. Cosmo Fuda, Matt Bujak, Mike

Mastrodicasa, Howard Jung, Angus Fung

Third Row: Francesco Ottavino, John Montefiore, Carlo

Roque, Kevin Scott

Fourth Row: Branim Lackovic, Tom Chmielewski,

Stephen Dibiase, James Head, Mark Sokolski, Kresimir

Lackovic

Fifth Row: Mr. Zahra, Mark Coccia, Settimio Coscarello,

Mr. Lewis, Gianni Scarpino
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The 1993-1994 edition of the

Senior Blue had another

successful season, bowing- out

in the semifinals of the T.D.C.A.A. to

eventual league champion Mother

Teresa Titans. Along the way, a 10-3

regular season record, a 2-1 play-off

record and a 19-9 exhibition and

tournament record resulted in a

memorable year. Three tournament

championships; Notre Dame in Welland,

Bishop Ryan in Hamilton, and the

Father Troy Classic in Edmonton,

Alberta along with being finalists in the

Chaminade Invitational highlighted the

seven tournaments the Senior Blue

Raiders entered this year. Given that all

the starters will be returning and a

strong bench waiting in the wings, the

future of the Blue Raider program will

continue to be bright. This year's

graduating seniors are Carl Riley, Sal

Barbara, and Steve Breda.

^ Front Row (L. to R.): Paul Carrington, Steve Breda, Carl Riley, Christopher So, John Kim, Pat

Glccson, Mike Grochmal, Avram Reindorf, Evan Green.

Back Row (1. to R.): Mr. Fisher, Gamal Smith, Sal Barbara, Mike Zavcrshnick, Mr. Paolini, Matt

Dajnnowicc, Linas Undcrys, Kevin Scott. »



JUNIOR BLUE RAIDERS
Back Row (L. to R.): Marc DeBano, Adam Maxwell-Smith, Daniel Lester, Duncan Forbes,

Salvatore Puma, Darren Merchant, Marco Mazzulla.

Front Row(L. to R.): Reilly Musselman, Dwayne Samuel, Ryan Kimens, Mr. Shannon,

Matt Dajnnowiec, Patrick Casey, Aaron Sani.

C 1
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BANTAMBLUE RAIDERS
Back Row(L to R.): C. Scott, Jeff Azzopardi, Andrew Kim, Marc-Andre Roy,

Phil Soon, Marc DeCarvalho, John Keilty, Leigh Willems.

Front Row(L. to R.): Rob DeFaveri, Carlos Ramirez, Laszlo Molnar, Mr. Tessaro, Jay Gaddi,

Aras Ignatavicius, Joe Tesoro. ^



BLUE HARRIERS
1993 - 1994 T.B.C.A.A. CHAMP

Grade 9: Patrick Breech, Chris Carter, Steven Conte, Neil Daunt, Mark De La Cruz, Brad Edgar,

John Kielty, Frank Lamie, Andrew Mitchell, Stephen Monticolo, Nicolas Pappalardo,

Blair Piggot, Jacopo Stifani, Marc Striowski, Mathew Trafford, Joseph Vernon

Grade 10: Jeffrey Bonnin, Michael Carabine, Sam Dorn, Derek Mauricette, Michael Schmidt,

Michael Sohn, Jonathan Wahba, Michael Widdowson, Dejnek Wolodymar

Grade 11: Timothy Anderson, Steven Bohan, Vincent Conte, Derek Holland, Jonathan Lofranco,

Paul Marcinkowski, David Veneziano, Daniel Wassenaar

Grade 12: David Banarjee, Bill Cody, Quintan Deklerk, Paul Guest, Mario Iozzo, Mike Mahoney,

Anthony Maragna, Michael McNicholas, Marcus Moore, Paul McConnon, Anselm

DeSouza

Grade 13: Carlo DiNardo, Paulo Frescura, Jason Ho, Mike Marley, Mike Rodriguez, Peter

Steponaitis, Alex Vernon

Coaches: Paul Barry, Frank Bergin, Greg McKernan, Elisabeth McDougall
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE TEAM
MEMBERS AND COACHES FOR THEIR
ACHIEVEMENTS THIS PAST YEAR!



ST. MICHAELS
? TD.

yj\JN\OFTA HOCKEyTeAGUE

From row: T. O'Hara, D. Prcndcrgasl, P. Thompson, D. Barren, D. Harris, J. Lohcrgan, I.

McGonigal, Fr. T. Mohan, C.S.B., O. Griffiths, F. Smith, G. Simcrson, B. McDcrmoll

Middle Row: H. McAloncy, R. Poufion, R. Koh, D. Dircn/o, S. Fix nn, P. Kckki, A. Sutton, S.

Ludcviks, M. dimming, D. Pr/ecis/owski, B. Kennedy, J. Couture, P. Porcaro, R. Ligas

Back Row: M. Slaw son, G. Williams, N. Annual, J. Edwards, A. Nobcs, S. Killccn, D. O'Shca, R.

Rigg, R. Soja, N. Slaw son, P. Fillman, S. Rullcdgc

Absent: K. Moodic, E. Goldhar

Front: Sean Holmes,

Damien Medina, Mr. G.

Marlborough, Mr. P.

McCann, Tim Linteau,

Rob Bartucci, Ken Fox

Middle: Rich Sagan,

Rob Iaboni, Kevin

Hellcrnan, Dave

D'Onofno, Michael

Holker, Stew Farnum,

David DiSalle, Mark

Anghclom

Back: Steve Mongomery

Brendan Cahill, Peter

Dnmmcl, Mark Slawson

Missing: Paul Dymond

JUNIOR BABY BLUES

n



Senior "A" Hockey

Back Row: Chris Hartery, Brian Farrugia, Mark Moore, Mark Tinmouth, Mike Spagnuolo, Kevin

Flynn, Ryan Bukovscak, Iain Green, Gilbert Gagne, Dave Lee, Raymond Gaggi, Dave Cinelli.

Middle Row: Anthony Cecutti, Adam Borgatti, Jamie Evans, Mr. Fificld, Mike Cinelli, Mr. Chittle,

Dave Capobianco, Luigi Vedovat, Pat Manza.

Front Row: Mike Magarelli, Mark Dinley, Ryan Ponesse, John Gigg.

THE TRADITION LIVES ON: THE OLYMPICS
AND THE N.H.L.

David Harlockhasbecome the 1 3 1 st St. Michael's

playerto play in the N.H.L. He played forthe Buzzers

championshipteamof1988-89and then received a

hockeyscholarship tothe Universityot Michigan where he

was captain tor 3 years. He signed with the Toronto Maple

Leaf inthefall ot 1 993. His country called and he joined

the Olympics program and helped Canada to win a silver

medal atthisyear'sWinterOlympics. He joins Eric

Lindros, Jason Wooleyand Sean Burke as former

Buzzers to playtortheCanadian Olympic team. David

played his first N.H.L. game for the Leafs on March 2nd

againsttheDallas Stars.

It should be noted that along with David Harlock,

there were 2 otherformer Buzzerswho played for other

countriesintherecentWinterOlympics. Ken Strong

played forthe Buzzersin the 1 978-79season and spent

some time with the Toronto Maple Leafs before playing in

Europe. Hewasonthe Austrian Olympicteam. Mike

Rosati played for the Buzzers in 1 985-86. Hewas also a

student at S. M.C. for4years. Although he wasdrafted by

the New York Rangers, he has played in Italy forthe past

several years and represented that country in the recent

Olympics.

Top Left: No 1 1 Adam Borgatti, Bottom Left: No 19 Dave Capobianco.

Top Right: No 16 Dave Lee. Bottom Right: No. 15 Gilbert Gagne

-£ & ;



SENIOR "B" HOCKEY

Standing (L to R): Steve Andrade, Chris Sturino, Young Yoon, Jeff Edgar, Sean Valles, Jeff Carter,

Domenic Polsoni, Dan McLuskie, Rob St. Pierre, Ryan O'Connor, Lenny Pasqualino,

Dave Bellmore, Jonathan D'Sousa, Mark Dilvvorth.

Sitting (L to R): Wojtek Grzesiowski, Brian Fergeson, Mr. P. McCann (Coach), Andrew Hill,

G. McKernan (Coach), Mike Marley, Peter Racco.

JUNIOR DOUBLE BLUES

Standing (L to R): Chris Grant, Greg Best, Terence Hcrtcn-Graeven, David Oh, Blair Piggott, Peter

McRac, Ryan Coles, Adriano Fiacconi, Steve Moore, Claudio Illanes, David Sanlonc,

Brian McDonough, Ed Woo, Shayne Riley (Manager).

Sitting (L to R): Peter Zowodny, Pat Sills, Anthony Maniaci, Mr. F. Trcntadue (Coach), Trevor Gr/.ybo-

sky, Mr.G. Mazzanti (Coach), Anton Strgacic, Scott Rciart, Matt Rcda.

Absent: Domenic Sanelli.^



HOCKEYINTRAMURALS
ENRIGHT DIUISION (JUNIOR)

SMC BRUINS
Alex hi I

Mike Holmes

Steven Sccdran

Mike Maiolino

Wallet Dcjncka

Pal O'llara

SMC FLAMES
rout Row (L to R.) Miki' Verona, Steven Monticolo,

Jex Benedit, Maik Kinghorn, Vito Camissa.

iack Row (L to R > Domenic Sinnelli, John Barnes,

.Icwn \ncu Frank MeAulifle, I'aul Gasdia, l-.loi Silva.

bsent Devin Dicianits, Al Forsyth.

SMC STARS
Front Row (I. toR I I'r/emyslaw Raczynski, Ronan

Rogers, Frank leraci

Back Row (L to R I Mark Raw /ink, ( hns Foncsse,

',. il I arol, Mike Ash-

Absent Mike Marano, John Kielty, Mike Masncy,

\ asilios i i.ins Eric llartman

Jason Rovito

Mike Caioleo

Ron Moalesaro

1'at Breech

Shane Valley

Mike Mastrodicassa

SMC LEAFS
Front Row (L. to R): Dan Farlow. Phil McClorey.

Shane O'Rily, Mike O'Grady, Anthony Rasetta.

Back Row (L to R): Jason Rivito, Paddy Brown, Ken

Fox, John Diamond. Andrew Spencer, Joshua Kyrzakos.

Absent: Vince Lopresti, Sean 0'I.eary.

SMC HAWKS
Front Row (L. to R). Kevin DeSousa, Cliff Moniz,

Doug Chow, Jamie McDowell

Back Row (L to R): Mike Lirangi, Chns Downs, Jason

Geerts, Nicolas Pappalardo, Stan Kuliavas, Dan Kim,

Absent: Rvan Gordon Jake Bros

UOLPE DIUISION (SENIOR)

SMC MIGHTY DUCKS
'ront Row (L. to R): Brad Thomas. Ed Rusck. Pat

•lanza, John Ixilranco.

iack Row (L to R): Adam Zanatta, Jason Young, Paul

itzpatnek, Fahbv Mazzaco, Rich Wood.

Bsent John Lull. Andrew Mark, Chris Tanzola. Franco

Oametto, Chns DeMana

SMC FLYERS
Front Row (I. to R .): Mark Gonzalves, Carmen

Carvalho, Miguel Aburto

Back Row (1. to R ) Steve Hellman, Cameron Rutin en

Chns Lundy, Wayne Andrade, Rob Depersio.

Absent I.ucas Chiang, Martin O'Bnan, Adnan Dik.

John Traces, David Donofrio, Vinnie Racco.

SMC LEAFS
Adrian Fuoco

Charlie Giordano

Peter Harasti

Mike Corvese

Chris Bngger

Steve Fusco

Mike Bravo

Mike Costello

Luca D'Aprile

Marco DiCarlo

Mike Adams

Bart Dzikowski

SMC SENATORS
David Yoon Gianpaulo Galletti

David Gaz/ellone

Louis l^eon

Mike Rodriguez

Alex Vernon

\kk \cglS

Mike Mahoncv

John Ditostio

John Coghlan

Lawrence Wong
Angelo Capra

Sean Musselman

Ben Howarth

SMC PANTHERS
Steve Pallozzi Dave Bannerjee Mark DeVuono

Joe Corcran Chris Coghlan Wojtek Nowak

Chris Adams Pete Brown Dave Rebello

Scan Hannon Dan Sakotic Jack Mastrodicasa
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SENIOR VOLLEYBALL

Back Row (L. to R.): Mr. Vitullo, Orest Sklierenko, Steve Xuereb, Linas Underys, Sal Barbara,

Paul Lizender, Duncan Forbes, Mr. Zanardo.

Front Row (L. to R.): Pat Casey, Bart Dzikowski, John Kim, Adrian Hazarie, Mike Gleeson, Lenny

Pasqualino.
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JUNIOR VOLLEYBALL
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Back Row (L. to R.): Mr. Vitullo, Daniele Currie, Laslo Molnar, Bart Paudyn, Paul Kucera.

Front Row(L. to R.): Pat Casey, Scott Wu, Michael Sohn, Reilley Musselman, James Pencharz,

Aron Sani.

Absent: Joe Howarth

BANTAM VOLLEYBALL

Back Row (L to R): Andy Lu, Rob Jekielek, Andy Mitchell, Brad Harwood, J. Gaddi, Richard

Saguan, Bernie D'Aquila, Marc DeCarvallo, Mr. Nicholson

Front Row(L to R): Gabriel Paudyn, Joe Tesoro, John Minichillo, Aris Ignatavicius, Garth

Miranda ^



EUaseball Slues

Back Row (L. to R.): Mr. McDermott, Mark Tinmouth, Mike Nykoluk, Daniel Lester, Phil

Gerretsen, Flavio Volpe, Mike Zavershnik, Ian Green, Chns Thomas, Christian White, Mr. Pagano.

Front Row (L. to R.): Mark Pagano, Jeff Sommer, Mike Gleeson, Mike Loreto, Matt Lang, John

Conforzi, John Kim, Chris Hartery, Darren DeLuca.



GOLF Left to Right:

Mr. Prcndergast, Mike Aragc,

Bill Cody, John Coghlan,

Tim Mak.

BLUE Back Row (L. to R): Marco DiCarlo,

Christopher So, Peter Harasti, Jake

O'Rcgan, Guillcm Gon/.alc/.-Lomas

-^^ 7T T A T 1—' C*\
Front Row (L. to R): Miguel

V\/ H A I l-H ^ Aburto, Jake Bros, Mark

Vcnditti, Fr Mulcah\

ARCHERY
Left to Right:

Jason Luk

Ah in Fan

Angus Fung

Fr. Mulcahy

Dan Siatkiowski

Rob Manias

Brad Schmidt

Mark Dilworth

ALPINE
SKIING

Left to Right:

Rob Jekielck

Paul Dailyde

Luca D'Aprile

Da\ e Bellmore

Da\ e Suda

Ms. E. McDougall^



Front Row (L. to R): Dan Donelan, Mark Stanley, Larry De Mello, Pat Manza, Fernando Cugliari, John

Esposito, Michel D'Angelo, Alex Vernon

Back Row (L. to R.): Mr. Nick Di Finto, Christopher Bau, Thomas Somlai, Dennis Infanti, Mike Marchetti,

Mike Marchetti, Charles Giordano, Mike Vesia, Paul Manias, Joe Tenuta, Adam Borgatti.

Absent: Dennis Favret

Front Row (L. to R ) Mike Puzzo, Justin Chow, Marco Ma/./.ula, Vincent LoPresti, Carmen Restivo, Steve

Bowen, Steve Marchetti, Devin Deciantes, Paul Piroli.

Buck Row (L to R ) Mr 1 rcnladue, Peter Defina, Robert DeFavri, Rudy Vitale, Mike Magarclli, Rob

Bartucci, Adrione liaccone, Peter Drimmel, Claudio Ilanes, Rudy Miranda, Antonio Creta, John Montefiorc.
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The wicked have laid a trap for

me,

but I do not forget your law.

In the middle of the night I wake

up

to praise you for your

righteous judgements.

I am a friend of all who serve

you,

of all who obey your laws.

Lord, the earth is full of your

constant love;

teach me your commandments.

^
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YEARBOOK EXECUTIVE
Michael Lee-Poy Co-Editor

Norman Freeman Assistant Editor

Fr. Bud Cullen Moderator

Nicholas Vozoris Editor-in-Chief

DilipAndrade Graphics Engineer

JUNIOR TOWER STAFF
Left to Right:

Darius Guiano

David D'Amico

Randall Boutillier

Matthew Fox

Steve Slowikowski

Cosimo F'uda

Brad Schmidt

W'ojciech Novvak

Joel Martins

Absent:

Aaron Ixe

Jason Luk

James Ko

Left to Right:

Tom Sapiano

Andrew More

Przemyslaw Rac/.ynski

Robert Lee-Poy

We set out with some simple sketches,

many erasers and layout sheets,

some photographic film, and a

couple of cameras Destination: The Tower

Yearbook 1994 Our journey was a long and

difficult one, a journey not taken or known by

many students. We had to overcome

treacherous deadlines, utilize fickle computer

programs, inhale noxious fumes of darkroom

chemicals, and breathe the left over aromas

and stale air of St. Clare House.

Our journey took us from autumn weather of

September, throughout the frosty winter

months, up to the summer heat of June It took

hard work, dedication, commitment, discipline,

endurance, and above all, co-operation. Yes, it

was a difficult journey yet we survived. We
have returned now, from our crusade, with the

treasure in your hands, your 1994 yearbook.

The book was published for you. the

students, staff, priests, parents, and alumni

members of the St. Michael's community

What makes this book a success is not the

fancv designs or good photos that are in it, but

the photos of you! You are a reflection of the

greatness that St Mike's is known for. It is

vour joys, your sorrows, your work, your play,

that are captured in the Tower, and all this

gives it meaning You are the members of the

Tower tradition.

We would like to honour those who made a

special effort in the completion of this year's

yearbook. The direction of the Tower

Yearbook has been under the care of Father

Cullen for the past few years. There are no

words to express thanks to Father Cullen for all

the hours of work and dedication he has put

into this activity over the years while at the

same time balancing his teaching schedule and

his pnestly duties with his yearbook hours We
all owe a special debt of gratitude to Father

( ullen for his deep commitment to the

production of our yearbook Also, from the Art

Department, Mr. Otino Corsano was a

tremendous help to the entire yearbook staff.

His willingness to help and advise us should

not go unnoticed. His talented artwork and

drawings are featured many times in the book

on such pages as the Musical and Festa.

It is not always easy for us to get complete

coverage of all school ev ents especially with

such a small staff. For this reason, we would

like to thank certain staff members for their

help in the photography department, namely,

Mr. Dan Nicholson, Father Zinger. and Mr Ian

Thompson. Thank for your time and co-

operation throughout the year. Special thanks

also go out to Cathy DiNunzio, Erica

McKcrall and. Mary Jane Irving, our school

secretaries for all their help in the office.

Finally, we would like to thank Fnesen

Yearbooks, our yearbook publishers and our

company representative Trina Wicks for their

assistance in making the year another success

for the Tower. Our journey with the Tower has

now ended It is full of pleasant memories for

us as it is for you. May the flames of

inspiration and perseverance of the Tower

continue to bum brightly in the years to come.

Nick Vozoris (The Chief) and

the Yearbook Elite Michael Lee-Po':

Norman Freeman, and Dilip Andrade
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t. Michael's seeks expansion - new

century to see our school meeting the

challenges of the new age.

ST. MIKE'S IN THE
FUTURE...

St.
Michael's is preparing

to enter the twenty first

century. The necessity

Of change and development is

not new for this community.

St. Mike's has had to change

radically and to adjust its mode

af operation many times since

t was founded in the

nineteenth century.

The school had its start in

1852 in temporary quarters at

38 Queen Street East under the

ltleof St. Mary's Minor

Seminary. In 1853 it moved to

he rectory or St. Michael's

Cathedral and obtained the

lame St. Michael's. By the

/ear 1856, the school had

mtgrown the cathedral rectory

ind moved to Clover Hill, Bay

Hid St. Joseph's Streets. In

1950, the school moved to its

)resent location.

1

Anne Racco and Max Ciccolini present Father Foy with a

$25 000 cheque part of the proceeds of Parent Club sponsored

activities. This cheque will be used to purchase new powerful

computers for the students' classes.

Membership in the PARENTS' GUILD open to all parents and guardians of St. Michael's

students. Its main function is to assist parents in their role as prime educators of their

children. This objective is accomplished through their frequent meetings with teachers

and their open forums on current educational questions.

Over the years the school has had to adjust itself to the mechanical age and later to the objectives

and methodologies ol' public education.

The 1950 building is now forty four years old. Modern buildings codes insist that it must be

updated. Classrooms must be built and sections of the building renovated to house new programs

and to accommodate new technologies. During the next four years , the alumni and those

foundations and individuals interested in the education offered here at St. Michael's will be asked to

contribute to the school's Building Fund.

Mr. Michael Duffy, the president of the Building Fund, is seeking the assistance of the alumni to

staff the various offices of the fund. In the past the graduates of St. Michael's have come forward to

assist the school as it adjusted to the new ages. It is now our turn. We who have profited from a St.

Michael's education can now repay our debt to our school. St. Michael's looks forward to another

hundred years of educating the young. V



th<n>. 1994STUDENT COUNCIL

Guiseppe Cuzzopoli.

Dan Galletti

John Liut

Dan Carullo

Mike Vesia

Michael Marley

Adam Borgatti

Mr. Narducci

Anthony Corrizzato..

.Bubba-Loo

.Graphics Designer

..Social Representative

..Vice-President

..President

..Sports Representative

..Treasurer

...Moderator

...Junior Vice-President

r MICHAEL VESIA

From the various clubs

sponsored by our school it is

the St. Michael's Student

Council whichis often taken for granted.

The Student Council serves as a life

line or as a channel of communication

between the administration and the

student body. The Student Council

embodies the characteristics of

leadership, service, initiative, and the

promotion of school spirit. Throughout

the year die council members engaged

in discussions with the administration

that would affect your academic, social,

athletic, and spiritual spheres.

This year's council effected a

harmonious union between student

demands and faculty restrictions. Their

record speaks for itself as we look back

over the year. This year's council

members are true gentlemen and

embody the spiritof St. Michael's. They

displayed qualities of leadership and

dedication and sincerely worked
towards the betterment of the school in

what is often a thankless job. We
especially commend this year's

president Mike Vesia, and fellow

officers John Liut, Adam Borgatti,

and Michael Marley all of w horn are

graduating this year. The school thanks

you, the administration thanks you, and

the graduates thank you for your

outstanding job. One must also

distinguish their moderator Mr.

Narducci, who over the years has been

involved with the successes of previous

student councils. May next year's

council show as much enthusiasm,

perservcrance, and loyalty as the 1993

- 1994 council.
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THE DEBAT
3

1 n.

Front Row (L. to R.): Claudio Aragon, Frank Scali, Greg Leung, Mark D'Souza, Douglas Ng, Guillem Gonzalez-Lomas.

Back Row (L. to R.): Nick Vozoris, Alvin Fan, Steve Ancic, James Leoniak, Anthony DiBatista, Bruno Bratti, Mr. Quini

Dilip Andrade, Shawn Richard, Enc Norrmalm, Rod Piroli, John Naughton, Jason D'Cruz.

Debating is a form of art . Though it cannot be visibly appreciated as a

paining or sculpture can be , though it is rarely as melodious as a

symphony, it is nonetheless an art form.When properly executed a

debate is the exchange of differing ideas, using the natural and learned talents

of rhetoric, logic and persuasivenessThus die purpose of the St. Michael's

Debating Society is not to win, though we did, but instead to teach St.

Michael's College School students the proper use of debating techniques.

Our winning record this past year is tangible proof of the ability of the

St Michael's student to out perform other schools. Over the past year St.

Michael's participate in several leagues and tournament, and throughout

showed skill, dedication, perserverance, and ability. The year started with a

first place team finish at the St. Clement's Impromtu tournament, coupled with

Guillem Gonzalez-Lomas' first place individual score. Rapidly St. Michael's

showed it's prowess by setting off on what was a very successful season in the

Pro I on Forum, at the end of the regular season the Novices were in second

placet 12-6) and would eventually win the division championship, the Juniors

w crt tied for first (16-2), and the seniors had an outstanding year finishing

first( 17- 1 ) a mere one win away from tying a league record, set three years

previously by another St. Michael's team.

In the I Fniversity of Ottawa Tournament, Jason D'Cruz and Guillem

Gonzalez-Lomas placed sixth as a team, while Dilip Andrade and Nick

\ ozoris finished second as a team, with both p;urs winning all their matches

Individual) Nick Vozoris was in third place, while Dilip Andrade was ranked

lirst in the public speaking competition. Die year was capped off by Nick

\ ozoris' Strong showing in die Provincial finals held in Aurora

I he success of these teams and individuals is a line monument to die

strength thai this team has shown over its history, and the graduating members

have added greatly to the legacy dial was left to them. It is this legacy that

pro\ ided the debaters with the inspiration dial they required.

A great deal of gratitude is owed to moderators, Mr. Quinn, Mrs. Morra,

and Sr 1 ranees McKenna for dietr dedication and helpful insights



ING SOCIETY
1993-1994

DEBATING
EXECUTIVE

JASON D'CRUZ RJNIOR
VICE-PRESIDENT]

NICKVOZORIS SENIOR
VICE-PRESIDENT]

MR MIKEQUINN MODERATOR
DJUPANDRADE PRESIDENT
GUILLEMGONZALEZ....VICE-RRESIDENT

LE CLUB
II y a peut-etre beaucoup de gens qui

ne savent pas qu' il y a un club pour

les etudiants qui aiment parler

fran^ais. Des annonces en francos

disent que le Club se reunit apres les

classes presque chaque mardi

.

Pendant ces reunions, les membres

apprennent plus au subjet de la

culture fran^aise Nous avons vu des

films francos a l'ecole et au cinema

Nous avons ecoute une presentation

sur Nice. Pendant le Mardi Gras,

nous avons prepare des crepes. Le

grand projet de l'annee est de tourner

un film francais Nous remercions

Mmc McDougall. la moderatrice du

Club.

(I . to R .): Steve Slowikowski.Mike Yarona, Mike Ston . Randal Boutilier, Matt Fox, Kevin Kirk, Rob Navarrete,

John Park, Joel Martins, Lucas Chiang, Carl DeSouza, Dave D'Amico, Ms. McDougall
^r



SAINT MICHAEL'S
THE CONCERT BAND

PLAYS WITH BOSS BRASS fc
The Concert Band continued to increase the already

prestigious reputation of the music department by

being the very first Secondary School Band to

perform at the new North York Performing Arts Center in

us inaugural year. The band was invited to participate in

a concert with the world famous Boss Brass representing

the secondary school music programs of the greaterToronto

area. Members of the band also travelled to Florida and the

Bahamas for this years' March Break Band trip. Again, the

band received many compliments on their performance

and gentlemanly behaviour.

THE MARK OF GREATNESS

One person of the Music

department that has spent

many hours with the St.

Michael's Concert, Stage, Intermediate,

and Junior Hands is Mr John B.

Guerriere. His dedication to music is

an inspiration to all who have had the

privilege of working with him, and his

angelic trumpet playing is an

enlightening experience to all whohave

had the pleasure of hearing his trumpet

playing Foi this reason, Michael Ire

Poj organized, for the Music

Department, a gift to honour Mr.

Guerriere during the Christmas

( oncert a special water colour painting

by Michael Lee-Poy, of a trumpet with

roses, set in a beautiful frame with gold

foil. The dedication on the back which

was signed by all the music students,

read:

To Mr. John 'B. guerriere

in appreciation ofyour dedication

and devotion to

the students in the St. MichaeCs

College School Music 'Department

Although Mr. Guernerc is retired, he

still generously volunteers his time to

the Music Department. He is truly ;m

inspiration to all.
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ST. MIKE'S MUSIC

STAGE BAND CAPTURES
GOLD & SILVER!

The Stage Band surpassed all expectations this year by receiving a "Gold"

standing in the Regional Festival of Musicfest Canada, and an invitation to

perform at the National Finals where they received a "Silver" standing.

Many thanks to their new conductor, Mr. James Oatt, who worked with them

throughout the year to achieve the great successes of 1993-94. The success of the

Stage Band is representative of Mr. Oatt's professionalism and dedication to his

work. He is highly respected by all members of the band and epitomizes the word

conductor. Everyone is proud of the Stage Band and of Mr. Oatt's accomplishments

and looks forward to their continued success.

Back Row:

Mr. James Oatt

(Director)

Brian DaCambra

Nick Iozzo

Rob FantiHi

Dan Carullo

Anthony Corrizzato

Second Row:

Ryan O'Connor

Joe Corcoran

Doug Chau

David Bottoni

Stephen Nagy

Front Row:

Chris Dias

Nick Papadapoulos

Mark Rebello

Jose Mendoza

Michael Lee-Poy

Franco Dametto

Absent:

Dan Libertucci

Michael DePellegrin

Tim Mak
Matt Lang



REACH FOR THE TOP
Senior Blue Lights

1 his year, oui Reach I 01 I he lop

teams have once again proven thai they

an among both the city's ami province's

finest

The juniors, after having completed a

12 win loss season easily captured the

Metro * hampionship title

Meanwhile, the seniors who compiled a

17 win 1 loss record during the icgulai

season, Captured the Metro championship

title and as a result, were invited to the

provincial playoffs in London, Ontario

While there, the senior team competed

with 34 of the best teams in the province

and placed 8th. a position which enabled

them to advance to the televised quarter-

final round Despite a 330-280 loss to

Hell High School of Ottawa, the season

was a great success which promoted the

gixxl name of St Michael's throughout

both citj ami pun nice

i Congratulations to all team members

and moderator Mrs Rat Boland for a job

well done'

\



i/ico D '£-/icole. I (javLn fllc/ianda

Nando Cualiani

PlLchaeJ. Leje.-Pou I AlphonAo Pinto I Dennis havne.t

thank Intihan.

Dan Tapadynec Anielm DeSouza

aLs
Patnlc/z DoualaA }/a/iema Be.gchlLbnuk

(/ne.a PoneAAe.

Vince. hava

ti'Hl

Absent: John Lamana



MEALS ON WHEELS OUT OF THE COLD

Hack Row il. to K ): 1 r Volpc (Moderator), Joe Corcoran. Nick

lozzo Matt Lang, David Lee. lann Green, Jeffery Carter, Robert

\ isconti, Jonathan D'Sousa, Marco DiCarlo.

Front K<>» (1- to R ): Dave Bcllmorc Marc Dempsey, Jeff Wong,

Stephen Simpson

Absent: Jason Borven, Anthony Cugliari. Michael Rombciro,

Adneno Giordeno, Ryan Ortiz.

CHAPLAINCY SERVICES

& PRAYERS

Hack Row (I. to R): lr Volpe (Moderator). Anselm DeSousa.

Antonio Minjcllo, David Rebcllo. Joseph Hyginus. Nick lozzo. Sr.

Susan Moran (Moderator)

Kront Row (L to R): Joe Corcoran. Matt Lang

Absent: Andrej Rakus

Our Chaplaincy program is directed

by Father Rocco Volpe C.S.B.

assisted by Sister Susan Moran

O.L.M. Under their direction, St. Michael's

students participate in a great variety of

charitable activities. The St. Michael's

outreach programs extend to delivering Meals

on Wheels, serving at the Good Shepherd

Refuge, and catechising in grade schools.

Sister Susan, working with St. Michael

students has an outstanding mission to the

Hack Row (I. to R): Fr. Volpe (Moderator) Nick lozzo, Peter

Steponaitis, Anselm DeSouza. Carl Riely. David Hanerjee, Jake

Bros. Tony Creta, Vmcc Conte, Joel Gagne

Front Row (I. to R): Anthony Comzzato, Kevin De Sousa. Marc De

( arvalho, John Park. Michael Callaghan. Robert Stepinski, Sr. Susan

Moran (Moderator)

Absent: Rocco Piccininno, Matt Moreau, Alex Vernon

lather Rocco Volpe discusses plans for the Good Shepherd Refuge

with two student volunteers. Daniel Kim and Joel Martins.

GOOD SHEPHERD
REFUGE

Anthony Marchie, Alphonse Marchie,

Augustine Marchie, Joel Martins and

Andrew Kim

needy of Toronto. This program feeds the

needy and supplies clothing and other

necessities. Each Saturday during the winter

months, our students and Sister Susan fulfill

the words of Our Lord...

"for I was hungry and yougave me food;

I was thirsty and yougave me drinlQ

I ivas a stranger and yougave me welcome;

9{a/(ed, andyou clothed me..."

- Matthew 25:35



GREEN COUNCIL METAPHYSICS
*'*
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BackRow (L to R): Jeff Wong, Michael Rombeiro, Art Commisso,

Steve Xuereb, Michael Chodorek, Gregory Ponesse, Mr. Quinn

(Moderator), Patrick Douglas, Joe Clavero, Andrej Rakus, Jamie

Cox, Antonio Mirijello.

Front Row (L to R): Frank DeLuca, Steven Succi, John Sinopoli,

Daniel Galletti Absent (L to R): Dilip Andrade, Alex Kasmara

Front Row (L to R): Mr. George "Thrust" Shust (Moderator), John

"Tape me to a tree" Lamana, Steve Succi - head ofthe interplanetary

union, Dan "Schiavo " Galetti, Carm "Disproportionate Man " Cucci,

Franco DeLuca - Astronomical advisor, Nick "Top Quark" Vozoris,

John "Merlin - Master possessor ofall knowledge" LiuL

BLUE HERALD PHOTOGRAPHY

Hack Raw (I. to li): Guillen! Gonzalez-lomas, Robert Mamas,

Anthon) Marchie, I >ilip Andrade, Mrs Pat Boland (Moderator), l?art

Gadlewski, Alphonse Marche, Jason D'Cniz, Derek Wagland, (ireg

I eung

/ runt Row (I. to R): \ nice ("onte, Augustine Marchie, Pierre

\ illanem a, ( Ihristopher Tanzola, Mark Moore, David Veniaiziano.

Back Row (L to R): Robert Jekielek, Jay Gaddi, Stephen Ancic,

Johnathan Flora, Mr. Ian ITiompson (Moderator).

FrontRow (L to R): Marc DeCarvalho, Aaron Lee, Michael Yarona

Absent: Neil Dilworth, Patrick Breech, David Magda, Michael Ward



Left to Right: Stephen Slowikowski, Randal Boutilier, David D'Amico,

Carmclo Cucchi (President), Steven Succi, Alan Kelly, Alex Monic, Matthew

Murphy, Scott Head, Mr. Otino Corsano (Moderator)

Absent: Michael Lirangi, Jonathan Hyun, Mark Paw/iuk, Paul Gasdia, Danny
Carra, Michael McNicholas

Scott Head Matt Murphy Alan Kellev

AKT CLL/n

After a historic and successful first year,

the Art Club's shortened season

dramatically came to a close with an

inspiring array of talent as David

D'Amico took the first place prize in the

first annual sketching competition,

second prize was - —
awarded to president

Carmelo Cucchi,

while Matthew
Murphy's consistent

abilities secured him

the third place prize.

OI KYANOI
ZIIAPTIATAi

( A.K.A. The Blue Spartans)

Left to Right: Mrs. Morra (Teacher), Marc

Toppings, Andrew Mark. Mark Dilworth,Tim

Mak, Roy Morra, Alphonso Pinto, Evan

Stavrou
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